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Sunny 8VergeGet an understanding of  Rioeconomics. Section B. Football team looks to bring ithome for parents. Section B.Warmer with a highnear 68.
By ADAM McHUGH
Administration editor
CHICAGO – The Board of Governors
Thursday approved a 3.5 percent
tuition hike for 1995-96 after turning
down a motion by student representa-
tives to table the proposal until next
month.
The board was almost prevented
from voting on the hike when a motion
to suspend the decision until next
month’s meeting was initiated by
Northeastern University’s student rep-
resentative, Craig Johnson.
The motion, seconded by Eastern’s
student representative, Matt Giordano,
was supported by four BOG trustees.
It was ultimately shot down by a 5-4
vote after an hourlong discussion. BOG
Chancellor Thomas Layzell said hold-
ing the decision another month would
“keep the board out of step” with other
state governing boards, which have
already approved tuition increases.
The Board of Trustees voted 6-2 in
favor of the hike, with one abstention.
Board spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell predicted the board would
begin raising tuition annually to keep
up with inflation.
“Inflation-based increases are some-
thing that students and their families
can plan for,” she said.
The increase, which marks the third
time in four years the BOG has raised
tuition, will bring yearly tuition to
$1,968 for undergraduates and $2,076
for graduate students. Those are raises
of $66 and $72 from last year, respec-
tively.
The board is hoping a tuition hike
will raise an additional $2.5 million in
revenue for next year. The increase will
generate approximately $675,000 for
Eastern.
After the Illinois Board of Higher
Education reviews the tuition hike, it
will go before the General Assembly






Parents from throughout the
state will begin coming to Eastern
today, preparing to take part in a
Parents Weekend that has a coun-
try flavor.
Country band Diamond Rio and
performer Lee Roy Parnell will be
featured in this year’s Parent’s
Weekend 8 p.m. Saturday in Lantz
Gym.
“The main thing is that (the per-
formers are) a country band, and
we’ve never done that before,” said
David Milberg, director of Student
Activities. “Also, all the acts are
more contemporary than what we
usually have. It’s not an act like
Bill Cosby that has been around
forever.”
Other activities headlining the
weekend include the football game
against Indiana State at 1 p.m.
Saturday at O’Brien Stadium, a
coffee hour from 10 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Saturday in the University
Bookstore Lounge in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
and Parent’s Club brunch from
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sunday in the
Union.
Areas businesses are making the
final changes to adapt to the rapid
influx of customers for the week-
end. Last minute room cancella-
tions at some Charleston/Mattoon
hotels have left some rooms avail-
able this weekend.
The U.S. Grant Motel, the Hojo
Inn and the Budget Inn, all in
Mattoon, have a few unreserved
rooms for Friday and Saturday.
Most of the area hotels are booked
for the entire weekend, however.
Restaurants are also making the
necessary changes. Many establish-
ments that usually accept reserva-
tions won’t accept any this week-
end.
Get ready to boot scoot
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Staff writer
The sexual attraction between Pinocchio
and Gepetto was not a topic some students
wished to discuss in their nonwestern music
class last fall.
But Eastern music professor Doug
DiBianco thought he was exercising his aca-
demic freedom when discussing alternative
topics and chose to address the issue anyway.
The result of this class
discussion was a sexual
harassment complaint
filed with the university’s
Affirmative Action Office
in November 1993 and
an investigation by the
Illinois Department of
Human Rights.
“The entire thing was
simply ridiculous any-
way,” said DiBianco, who
was exonerated of all
charges. “I wish these
people were a little more
open to the new value system.”
DiBianco is not alone. His case is one in a
growing trend of sexual harassment com-
plaints filed against professors. Throughout
the country, faculty are facing – and fighting
– an increased number of in-class sexual
harassment charges.
Some say the increased complaints are a
result of women refusing to take the abuse,
while others call it an attempt by zealots to
eliminate or limit academic freedom.
A growing trend
University officials say sexual harassment
cases like DiBianco’s have been on the
increase for years. Cynthia Nichols, director
of affirmative action at Eastern, said her
office receives about 15 complaints each year.
“It could have to do with the national
attention given to these issues lately,” said
Nichols, who declined to comment on the
DiBianco case. “But we’ve also been having
increased workshops and seminars with stu-






• See TUITION Page 12A
§ See HARASS Page 2A
ELISSA BROADHURST/Associate photo editor
Students pass by a sign welcoming parents to Eastern this weekend.
Parents Weekend will run throughout the week, featuring country per-
formers Diamond Rio and Lee Roy Parnell. For more information on





• Trustees, student representatives react to tuition hike.
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Buy One 14” Large
for the Price 
of a small
After 8pm Only
Not Valid with any other Coupon
Valid Only Participating stores
Expires 11/13/94
1 Large 2 Toppings
Pizza $796
-or-
2 Large 2 Toppings
Pizzas $1296
Additional toppings .95¢ each










This parents weekend, show
mom and dad a true college
experience. Order Papa John’s
pizza. Later, when they leave
town and you need to stretch
your food budget, let Papa
John’s® help out. Use the
coupons below to enjoy some
great pizza values.  So if the 
only thing you can find in your pocket is lint, it’s 
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ety of reasons.”
In DiBianco’s case, four students
complained to the university that
DiBianco was using his classroom to
display sexually explicit material not
pertinent to the course. They said the
tenured music professor used articles
depicting Bugs Bunny as a cross-dress-
er and the film “Pink Flamingos,”
which has an X-rating for nudity and
violence, in their music class.
DiBianco received no sanction from
the university and was fully exonerat-
ed of all allegations July 11 by a state
inquiry. He said the entire issue was an
attempt to limit his academic freedom
rather than end sexual harassment.
“It definitely had to do with academ-
ic freedom,” he said. “There was no sex-
ual harassment involved in any way,
shape or form. I pretty much said that
all along.”
Other schools have experienced the
same increase in complaints. The
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign has seen an increase in
sexual harassment complaints over the
last three years, said Mary Ellen
O’Chaughnessey, director of the U of I’s
affirmative action office.
“The national climate and awareness
to the problem has made it a priority,”
O’Chaughnessey said.
Growing intolerance
Academic activists say the growing
complaints are a result of women final-
ly standing up to long, ongoing abuse.
“The cases are not new,” said Bernice
Sandler, senior scholar at the National
Association of Women in Education in
Washington, D.C. “Women are just
more likely to speak up now.
“Some professors, who I’ll call
Neanderthals, are abusing their posi-
tions, and that’s unethical,” Sandler
said in a telephone interview. “They
complain they don’t know how to talk
to women now.
“I say ‘if that’s how you’ve been talk-
ing to women, it’s probably better if you
don’t talk to women.’”
But others charge these harassment
complaints are either politically correct
witch hunts or attempts by the reli-
gious right to quash alternative views.
Sometimes professors have filed law-
suits against their universities.
Donald Silva, an English professor
at the University of New Hampshire,
has filed a lawsuit against his universi-
ty after it found him guilty of violating
its sexual harassment policy by creat-
ing a hostile classroom environment.
Eight students filed a complaint
after Silva compared focusing writing
to sex.
“Focus is like sex,” Silva told his
class. “You seek a target. You zero in on
your subject. You move from side to
side ... You and the subject become
one.”
Silva, a pastor at his local church,
said he isn’t sure why the students
chose to file a complaint against him.
He approached two of the women who
filed the complaint in a university cafe-
teria and asked if they felt they were
violating his academic freedom.
“They said it had nothing to do with
academic freedom and left,” he said.
“But my academic freedom was violat-
ed badly.
“You just can’t teach writing if you
have to censor yourself,” Silva said.
“The English language has lots of sexu-
al words in it, and censorship has no
place in writing.”
Ideologically, sexual harassment
charges can come from either end of
the spectrum. For instance, DiBianco
said his detractors were conservative
Christians motivated by religious
beliefs. But other professors such as
Theodore Hirschfield have been taken
to task for voicing ideas deemed
extremely right wing.
Hirschfield, an English professor at
Southeast Missouri State University,
filed a $2.5 million lawsuit against the
school for its handling of sexual harass-
ment complaints against him.
He is accused of saying, “All a
woman has to do is lay on her back,
spread her legs, and the government
rewards her.”
“(Sexual harassment complaints)
reflect how far removed from reality
academic institutions really are,” said
Michael Waxenberg, Hirschfield’s attor-
ney. “We have a set of standards of atti-
tudes and behaviors on campuses that
don’t reflect that of society’s at large.”
Hirschfield was unavailable for com-
ment.
Unclear guidelines
Many faculty welcome guidelines for
sexual harassment, but say the rules
are murky at best. In many instances,
a university can have several sexual
harassment guidelines to adhere to.
The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission issued a set of guidelines
in 1980 prohibiting “verbal conduct of a
sexual nature that creates an intimi-
dating, hostile or offensive working
environment.” These guidelines are
widely used by universities for the
classroom by substituting “learning”
for “working.”
The state Human Rights Act specifi-
cally addresses sexual harassment,
and Eastern has its own policy, too.
The American Association for
University Professors has guidelines
for academic freedom, which some pro-
fessors claim is compromised in these
harassment cases.
Sandler said deciding what consti-
tutes sexual harassment hinges on hos-
tile environment guidelines.
“If the professor is acting in a way
that makes it difficult for a student to
learn, it’s not a good learning situa-
tion,” Sandler said.
Laurent Gosselin, president of
Eastern’s chapter of the University
Professional of Illinois, said limits
should be put on free speech in the
classroom but only in certain areas.
“Today it’s sexually offensive lan-
guage, tomorrow it could be politically
offensive language,” Gosselin said.
“How far do we want to go in control-
ling the speech of people?”
But Gosselin also is concerned about
a key bottom line: Where does talk
become free speech and when does it
become dangerous? Crossing over the
line can destroy the integrity of higher
education.
“We want to move with consistent
caution before saying all types of free
speech are prohibited,” Gosselin said.
“It seems ridiculous to have to worry
about offending someone if what you’re
saying describes what people need to
know.”
Harass
§ From Page 1A
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will conclude Saturday with
activities scheduled as part of
the Parents Weekend cele-
bration.
Today’s activities include a
red ribbon pick-up and a cof-
fin display in the Bridge
Lounge of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Although the official
Alcohol Awareness Week
doesn’t end until Saturday,
no related events were
planned then because of the
Parents Weekend Celebra-
tion, said Lynette Drake,
coordinator of the Office of
Orientation/AIDS, Alcohol
and Drugs Information.
Coordinators said the week
went well.
“The turnouts for the
activities were great,” said
Todd Heinen, assistant to the
coordinator of the Office of
Orientation/AIDS, Alcohol
and Drug Information. “I’ve
gotten a lot of comments
from people and a lot of peo-
ple have been asking ques-
tions. I think the week was
very successful. Every event
went off smoothly.”
Drake said: “I’m extremely
happy with the turnout for
the week. All the events were
well attended. If people
didn’t learn something this
week, then I think the week
at least heightened people’s
awareness.
Heinen said the activities
taking place for Parents
Weekend, as scheduled as
part of Alcohol Awareness
Week, show students the dif-
ferent options they have of
what they can do on campus.
ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. photo editor
Keith Mescha, a senior computer management major, (left) and
Chris Regione, a junior physical education major, look for
Mescha’s tombstone on the Library Quad Tuesday.  The tomb-





CHICAGO – Despite signif-
icant resistance from student
representatives, Board of
Governors trustees believe
they made the right decision
in raising tuition 3.5 percent
for the 1995-96 academic year.
The increase was thought
to be necessary by most of the
BOG trustees, who voted 6-2
in favor of the hike. One
trustee abstained from the
vote.
The vote was preceded by a
motion from Craig Johnson,
student representative of
Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity, which would have tabled
the tuition hike proposal until
next month. The motion was
voted down 5-4.
Johnson said he believed
more time is needed for stu-
dents to search for alterna-
tives to increasing tuition,
which was first mentioned by
the BOG in September.
BOG trustees, however,
said they think alternatives
have already been adequately
investigated.
Wilma Sutton, chairwoman
of the BOG trustees, voted
against tabling the issue and
said now is the appropriate
time to vote on a tuition hike.
“(BOG trustees) looked at
the alternatives,” Sutton said.
“We made sure that the stu-
dents had spoken to their
presidents, and student sen-
ates had a chance to voice
their opinions.
“That process has been
done and now was the time
we had to vote,” she added.
Willie Taylor, BOG trustee
from Chicago, said he voted in
favor of tabling the issue, but
added that waiting probably
would not have changed the
outcome of the final vote.
Roger Roberson, a BOG
trustee from Champaign, said
he shared this opinion.
“Additional time to come up
with additional ideas is fine,”
Roberson said. “I think the
vote would have still been to
raise tuition however.”
Roberson said the subject of
increasing tuition arises when
state funding is low, but
added time is still available
for the state to increase fund-
ing.
“I think there is a lot of
money that is going to be (in
the legislation) this year
because of better business and
increased tax revenues,”
Roberson said.
Roberson was referring to
the General Assembly’s annu-
al March announcement on
the amount of funds it will






ness” was the common feel-
ing expressed by four of the
five Board of Governors stu-
dent representatives Thurs-
day after the board turned
down a motion that would
have delayed the vote on
the now-final 3.5 percent
tuition hike for next year.
“I would say there really
is a feeling of helplessness,”
said Eastern BOG Student
Representative Matt Gior-
dano. “We presented our
case and were not really lis-
tened to.”
The motion, which would
have prevented a vote on
the tuition hike for another
month while alternatives
were considered, was voted
down 5-4, paving the way
for a 6-2 vote which made a
3.5 percent tuition increase
for the 1995-96 academic
year official.
Student representatives
serve the BOG in an adviso-
ry role. They do not vote.
“Overall, students were




who called for the motion.
“I just would have liked
to see this thought through
a little more,” Johnson
added.
BOG Chancellor Thomas
Layzell said holding the
decision until next month
“would not solve anything
and we would be at the
same position in Novem-
ber.”
Layzell also said the
BOG system must remain
consistent with other state
schools that have approved
tuition in-
c r e a s e s .
He said he
feared the
I l l i n o i s
Board of





Ja n u a r y,
would not earmark funding
for a tuition increase for the
BOG schools if a decision




another month would not
make a difference to the
IBHE.
“That just doesn’t sound
like a good defense,” Gior-
dano said. “All sides would
have been able to present
their cases. Then we could
decide.”
Roxie Jones, student rep-
resentative for Chicago
State University, protested
the tuition increase from
the outset of Thursday’s dis-
cussion.
“The message the BOG is
sending to the students is
`We don’t care about your
needs and financial situa-
tion,’” Jones said.
Giordano shared this sen-
timent, saying, “For as
much as the BOG says
about keeping the students’
concerns in mind, they cer-
tainly don’t take action on
it.”
An idea to form a com-
mittee that would focus on
students’ tuition concerns,
which the board initiated
after voting to increase
tuition, was considered







The United States is at least partially to
blame for many of the problems facing Haiti
because Americans for decades have been hos-
tile to Haitian independence, a professor said
Thursday.
Mark Weisbrot, an instructor in the eco-
nomics department, said U.S. troops invaded
Haiti in 1915 and occupied the Caribbean
nation until 1934.
That occupation started the American policy
of trying to control the Haitian government.
Weisbrot spoke as part of a panel discussion
on the U.S. involvement in Haiti in Taylor Hall.
“It (U.S. policy) was designed to occupy
Haiti, not to protect it,” Weisbrot said. “We
have a long history of our government seeking
to control these governments by any means
possible.
“As far as they (U.S. government) are con-
cerned, they have the right to control these
people. We are afraid if Haiti elects its presi-
dent, other countries will get the same ideas.”
Other members of the panel were Ann
Annechobot and Liz Steger, members of the
Haiti Connection, a student activist group.
Annechobot said Haiti’s location is also an
important issue when looking at the country’s
unrest.
“Another big part is that Haiti is in the mid-
dle of a central drug station,” Annechobot said.
“The location of Haiti is crucial to the whole
area.”
Weisbrot said the situation in Haiti has
improved since President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide returned to power.
“There is still violence, still not secure, but
things are getting better,” Weisbrot said.
“People have been able to come out and say
they are in favor of Aristide.”




n Alcohol information dis-
play table: From 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the University Union. 
n Movies “Pelican Brief” and
“Psycho” : From 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Video Lounge of the
University Union.
n Coffin display: All day in
the Bridge Lounge of the
University Union. 
n “Show your awareness”:
Pick up your red ribbon by the
coffin display at the Bridge
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1994
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
The Daily Eastern News serves a simple pur-
pose – to keep the student body informed of
events that shape the campus, city, state and
world.
By refusing to speak to The News, Mayor
Dan Cougill has severed an important line of
communication between the city and Eastern.
And with this line clog-
ged, Cougill is failing in
his duty to keep the
students informed.
He should not expect students to either
understand or care about Charleston issues and
policies, since a majority of students receive
their news about the city through The News.
Perhaps Cougill has forgotten that a large
portion of Charleston’s population consists of
Eastern students. Maybe Cougill should be
reminded of where Charleston’s economy
would stand if not for the student body.
Cougill may not love Eastern students, and
he is not expected to. But these students are
residents, and Cougill is expected to give these
citizens the courtesy of communication.
Sadly, the information being denied the stu-
dent body seems simply because of Cougill’s
displeasure with some of the editorial com-
mentary of The News.
It is vital that all readers, not just Cougill,
understand the difference between editorial
content and news content. The opinions dis-
played daily on Page 4 do not reflect the opin-
ions of the entire staff.
Unsigned articles are editorials by members
of the editorial board, six staff editors indicated
by an asterisk in the staff box. The columns –
indicated by a headshot and byline – represent
only the opinion of the author, as do the edito-
rial cartoons and letters.
The editorial page serves as a public forum
for readers who disagree with content of the
page. Cougill and all other readers are wel-
come to write a letter to the editor or guest
columns.
As a citizen, Cougill needs to understand the
difference between an individual’s opinion and
local news coverage. 
As mayor, he needs to look beyond philo-
sophical disagreements and provide informa-
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I don’t think a d mocratic sys-
t m r ally works  Off r m  a
monarchy and w ’ll talk
N il imon
TODAY’S QUOTE
At least Gary Owen is happy.
The Apportionment Board, of
which Owen is a member, ap-
proved $2,186 to create a travel
fund for the Illinois Board of
Higher Education representative
– a position Owen currently
holds. That’s not a bad deal:
$2,186 in travel money, a
resume-padding, do-nothing
position and backhanded aca-
demic credit from the political
science department.
Sure, students might be
upset at their money placing an extra mint on Owen’s
pillow. But at least Gary Owen is happy and can sleep
comfortably in Springfield.
The AB – of which Owen is a member – also allocated
$13,507 to the Division of Sports and Recreation for
items such as computer equipment, T-shirts and dumb
bells. Isn’t it about time that this campus’ cry for these
brutally key instruments of higher education has been
answered?
Sure, students might be upset at their money building
bigger better bods than better minds. But at least Gary
Owen is happy and will acquire killer biceps by the end
of the semester.
So if Owen is so happy, why couldn’t he let the
University Board have their speaker? The AB – of which
Owen is a member – slashed more than $4000 from a
UB – of which Owen is not a member – request of
$12,350.
The AB – of which Owen is a member – has other vot-
ing members who could have voted to up the figure, but
the board’s “Yes Gary” ratio is too high.
So what Gary wants, Gary gets.
The UB’s requested funds were to be used in bringing
Anita Hill to speak on campus for Women’s History
Month.
But Owen had a problem with Hill.
He originally offered the outrageous sum of $6,500 for
a speaker, but it was increased to $8,000 by board mem-
ber John Ferak. Owen suggested that there are plenty of
quality speakers to be found for




“I’m not telling UB to bring
the president of NOW,” Owen
said in Wednesday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News. “I’m
just saying you can get someone
of that caliber for that amount.”
But by restricting funding possi-
bilities by almost a third, Owen
is telling the UB who may speak.
Owen and company certainly understand that more
money equals a more talented entertainer. But AB – of
which Owen is a member – wants to program this cam-
pus.
AB allocates money to organizations and boards,
including the UB – that’s Owen’s job. The UB programs
events – that’s not Owen’s job.
No matter how controversial the speaker’s appearance
would be, the AB does not program or attempt to con-
trol who speaks on campus for political or other reason-
ings.
Now, the UB is far from faultless when it comes to free
and fair discussion on campus: Why do they limit their
big name speaker pursuits to Women History Month?
Why is every speaker contracted slightly left of John
Anderson on the political spectrum? And most impor-
tantly, why Diamond Rio?
The the UB does not exactly offer a balanced presenta-
tion of political thought, but that’s their decision. It’s not
the decision of Owen and the UB.
But how could Owen allow Anita Hill – that tall-tale
telling woman – to even set foot on this campus, let
alone speak? Why couldn’t the UB book real Americans,
like say Dan Qualye, Pat Robertson or Ollie North?
Maybe when the UB shapes up and books a real
American, Gary Owen will truly be happy.
– J.A. Winders is features editor and a columnist for
The Daily Eastern News.











We are bitterly disappointed with
the decision to eliminate wrestling
and swimming at Eastern.
My son is one of the athletes who
thought he had made a wise deci-
sion about his college career and the
next four years of his life. He
thought Eastern would be the best
place to develop his wrestling skills.
Now his well thought out plans are
devastated.
But ruining the plans of dozens of
young men and two very talented
coaches is not the worst of what you
have done. Just look at the type of
disciplined, self-motivated, achiev-
ing individuals that go out for
wrestling and swimming.
In both these sports, the athletes
work as a team but excel as individ-
uals. By eliminating these two pro-
grams in effect you are saying, “We
don’t want that type of young man
representing Eastern. Go take your
personal achievements, sacrifice and
dedication to some other school.”
I have read your apologies – they
don’t ring true. There are other
options, but you chose not to use
them. You have caused a great loss
in the lives of many young athletes,




A fellow faculty member was
recently complaining about being
misquoted by The Daily Eastern
News. I told him that it was a daily
occurrence. For example, on Aug.
23, your administration editor pub-
lished an article on the absurd sexu-
al harassment charges brought
against me over a year ago.
He asked me about my classroom
atmosphere, and I used the word
“friendly” to describe part of what I
strive for. He used the word “easy.” 
He asked me about my accusers,
and I suggested that people need to
be open to new values, particularly
in a cultural diversity course. He
wrote of “the new value system.”
He also wrote of five women and
one man complaining about my
behavior. On the contrary, these
people were the six who spoke to
the federal government which
cleared me and the university.
The Daily Eastern News continual-
ly plays fast and loose with facts and
quotes. This angers people, dimin-
ishes your credibility, and makes
one reluctant to speak to your
reporters.
Given this phenomenon as well as
the endless misspellings (a “Finish”
ferry disaster?), your newspaper
would do the campus community a
service if it devoted an entire page
each day to corrections the previous
day.
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11 am - 6pm
Fri. & Sat. $125 








• We have over 40
fresh specialty
coffees

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Deans of Eastern’s four
colleges are reporting a slow
but steady catch up in the
backlog of graduate check-
lists.
The College of Sciences
and the College of Education
and Professional Studies
earlier this month reported
large backlogs of graduate
checklists, which was
blamed on increased work-
load and loss of personnel.
Officials said the process-
ing duties were being han-
dled by fewer and fewer
office workers, in part,
because of reorganization
following the consolidation
of six colleges to four.
David Ebdon, dean of the
College of Science, said the
graduate backlog in colleges
was to be expected.
“We are about where we
usually are at the beginning
of Touch-Tone (registra-
tion),”  Ebdon said. “I under-
stand that’s true for all.”
“As the semester begins,
you have several (applica-
tions) that come in. Those
are expected,” Ebdon said.
“It means that you inev-
itably get behind because
you only have the ability to
do so much.”
Ebdon said his college will
be caught up by the end of
the semester.
“We’ll be caught up by the
end of the semester. That’s
about the only way you real-
ly get up to date,” he said.
Barbara Kuykendall,
assistant to the dean of sci-
ences, said they too are slow-
ly progressing.
“We are working on appli-
cations that came in around
the first to second week of
the semester,” Kuykendall
said. “It states in the catalog
it takes six to eight weeks,
so we are pretty much right
on schedule.”
“Every semester we have
somewhere around 250
applications,” she said. “The
bulk of those are at the
beginning of the semester.
That’s when most of the stu-
dents apply. I’d say now it’s
somewhere around 150.”
Larry Ankenbrand, asso-
ciate dean of the College of
Education and Professional
Studies, agreed, saying
extra hard work has helped
to make up the difference.
“We are within an accept-
able range of processing,”
said Ted Ivarie, dean of the
Lumpkin College of Busi-
ness. “We’re getting them
out in about eight weeks.
“Right now (the number of
files being processed) is
probably 170, but that




Many professors say the increased num-
ber of sexual harassment complaints have
created a hostile learning environment on
campuses everywhere.
“Men are unwilling to relate to women out
of anxiety,” said Donald Silva, a professor at
the University of New Hampshire who was
charged with sexual harassment. “Men are
starting to leave doors open when they hold
conferences with women.
“They know that anything they say can be
held against them.”
Silva was found guilty of creating a hos-
tile classroom environment by the university
after eight students in his English class filed
sexual harassment complaints regarding a
comparison he used to explain focus in writ-
ing. 
His is one of several increased instances
of sexual harassment complaints filed on
campuses.
“Focus is like sex,” Silva told his class.
“You seek a target. You zero in on your sub-
ject. You move from side to side... You and
the subject become one.”
The reaction to Silva’s comments is not a
rare one, and the impact of these complaints
is widespread.
Stephen Sanderson, a sociology professor
at Indiana University of Pennsylvania who
is publicly protesting a sexual harassment
investigation at his university, said sexual
harassment cases are detrimental to cam-
puses in general.
“Sexual harassment cases, if numerous,
can have a chilling effect on campuses in
general,” Sanderson said. “My teaching style
hasn’t changed, but it certainly makes me
think about what I’m saying.
“I’m certainly more cau-
tious so that I’m not mis-
interpreted.”
According to the com-
plaint against him,
Sanderson made reference
to homosexuality as “a




say their style of teaching
won’t change. Doug
DiBianco, an Eastern
music professor who was accused last year
with sexual harassment, said he won’t
change his style.
“I haven’t done anything wrong,”
DiBianco said earlier this year. “Why should
I change?”
Others say the new complaints are help-
ing university officials adapt to sexual
harassment. 
David Maurer, a history professor at
Eastern, said he thinks male faculty mem-
bers are becoming more aware of what is
and isn’t appropriate, in both language and
behavior.
“I think a lot of inadvertent behavior has
more of less disappeared,” he said.
“Professors are being sensitized to what’s
appropriate.”
Bernice Sandler, senior scholar at the
National Association of Women in Education
in Washington, D.C. said those who com-
plain about not knowing how to talk to
women because of the new harassment com-
plaints were abusing their position to begin
with.
“I say ‘if that’s how you’ve been talking to
women, it’s probably better if you don’t talk













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• A Comedy By Moliere •
ON THE MAINSTAGE
Doudna Fine Arts Center
8:00 pm October 28 - 29
2:00 pm October 30
$ 8 Adults
$ 6 Seniors & Youth
$ 6 EIU Faculty & Staff
$ 350 Students
Call 581 - 3110  for Ticket Information and Reservations. 
The University Theatre Ticket Office is open from 1 to 5 pm  Mon. thru Fri.
and one hour before each performance.




Masses: Saturday - 1/2 hour after the game
(around 5:00pm)
Sunday - 9:00 am
11:00 am
Where: Buzzard Auditorium
(on 7th st. in the Buzzard Building)
Coffee, Juice & Pastries
In between Masses on Sunday Morning
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$1DraftsBottlesBar Drinks Saturday:Open 6pm$1 Brats!
By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer
The Parents Weekend concert has yet to sell
out, and members of the Student Activities
Office have extended ticket hours in the hope of
selling them all.
About 400 tickets remain of the 4,100 avail-
able for the Diamond Rio/Lee Roy Parnell coun-
try concert 8 p.m. Saturday in Lantz Gym.
“Right now, we’re right on target with what
were looking for,” said David Milberg, director
of student activities. “But we still have Friday
and Saturday to sell out.”
The university has extended the hours of the
campus ticket office from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday. The
ticket office is located in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Any remaining tickets will be sold at the
door the night of the concert.
“As far as the makeup of our audience,
there’s no way of telling right now who will be
there,” Milberg said, referring to the number of
students, parents and residents at the concert.
“After the act we’ll be able to break it down to
approximate numbers of parents and students
that attended.”
The university has been advertising for the
concert since Oct. 10. Most of the advertising
took place on local country radio stations and
through Diamond Rio ticket and paraphernalia
giveaways.
Information and order forms were also
mailed out to all the parents before ticket sales
were opened to the faculty and public.
The total profit of the Parents Weekend con-
cert won’t be completely known until approxi-
mately two weeks after the show, Milberg said.
Eastern contracted Diamond Rio and Parnell
for a flat fee of $25,000. However, incentive
clauses could triple that amount.
Milberg said additional expenses this year
have cost the university $40,000 as opposed to
the $135,000 the school spent last year on
superstar comedian Bill Cosby.
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Staff writer
After a lengthy debate, the
Residence Hall Association
voted Thursday to endorse
Student Government candi-
dates in the upcoming elec-
tion.
Last semester, the RHA
endorsed candidates for the
first time in four years. The
endorsements caused several
problems in the RHA because




within RHA last semester
because we weren’t sure how
to go about it,” said Karl
Aldrich, president of RHA.
Debate at Thursday’s meet-
ing basically consisted of
revamping the endorsement
process. Members said if the
RHA was to endorse candi-
dates again, they would have
to be unified and hold the
endorsed senate members
accountable.
This year, the RHA is creat-
ing a system to avoid conflicts.
Members are developing a
committee to recommend can-
didates they think will work
for the residence halls and stu-
dents.
The committee will have a
sign up sheet for any candi-
dates interested in an RHA
endorsement. Once candidates
sign the list, they will go
through an interview with
committee members to voice
their political views.
After the interviews, the
group will collectively decide
who they will recommend to
the RHA and will voted on it.
Concert fails to sell out seats
CARBONDALE (AP) –
A three-day ban on the
sale of beer kegs began
Thursday as city leaders
prepared for an annual
outdoor Halloween party
they hoped would stay
peaceful.
The ban on kegs will
extend through Saturday.
Bars along a downtown
section of U.S. 51, common-
ly known as “The Strip,’’
will be forced to close at 10
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Liquor stores citywide
also will be required to
close at 10 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday.
Officials have been urg-
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Lunch Specials Daily 11am - 2pm
Dinner Special Fri. & Sat. 5pm - 9pm
8oz Ribeye & Crab Leg Dinner $10.50
Only Live Entertainment in Mattoon
Fri.- Oldies Rock “Benjy & BeeBops”
Sat. - Classic Rock “Vintage”
Halloween Costume Party - Prizes - Giveaways
Sun. - Karaoke Halloween Party - Cash Prizes
Opening Friday Nov. 4th
Main Street Cafe & Tea Room



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Located next to the T ime Theatre on Broadway
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Sat. Novemb r 5 • 9:00 a.m. - Noon
Full & Part-time Study available
each Fall & Spring S mester
NLN Accredited
Admissions Office
511 NE Greenleaf Street
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Does Not Apply to Group Rates
Tandem or Other Discounts. EIU
FREE ~ FREE ~ FREE
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&  Mexican Cuisine
• Full Bar & Frozen Drinks
•Zima  Now Available
East Side of Square
For  Carry Out Call
345-2223      Charleston   
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer
Members of the Faculty
Senate are divided over a
measure that would change
the senate constitution’s
rules on proposing referen-
dums.
The proposed article, draft-
ed by senate member Lank-
ford Walker as Article XIII,
will allow faculty to draft
their own referendums any-
time a petition with 20 per-
cent of the faculty asks for it.
Currently faculty can sug-
gest referendums to the sen-
ate, but cannot draw up their
own measures.
Although the senate can-
not intervene in the process
other than distributing and
collecting ballots, members
disagree on whether the pro-
posal will improve campus
government.
Some senate members said
allowing faculty to draft their
own referendums will only
cause dilemmas.
Senate member French
Fraker said allowing referen-
dums with only 20 percent of
faculty signatures will allow
nearly anyone to draft a ref-
erendum.
“It will be too easy to have
all these signatures,” Fraker
said. “We’ll end up causing
harassment instead of
progress.”
Gail Mason, Faculty Sen-
ate secretary, said she sup-
ports improving the demo-
cratic process, but the pro-
posed article is inappropri-
ate.
“I don’t see it as fruitful or
productive,” Mason said.
“Getting 20 percent of faculty
signatures is not very hard.”
Mason called Walker’s pro-
posed article a “knee-jerk”
reaction to the referendum
on strategic planning that
was voted down several
weeks ago.
“Senate members are try-
ing to change the constitu-
tion because they didn’t get
their way before,” Mason
said.
Walker said he is pleased
with the number of signa-
tures gathered for the peti-
tion.
“I’m pleased that the sig-
natures are from all over
campus – it’s a fairly repre-
sentative group,” Walker
said. “I’m also pleased with
the support faculty showed
when they signed (the peti-
tion).”
Walker said the proposed
article will be an effective
means of gathering addition-
al information from the facul-
ty.
A petition with 10 percent
of faculty signatures asking
for the referendum was pre-
sented into the senate
Tuesday.
Eligible faculty will vote
on the proposed article begin-
ning Nov. 10, when ballots
are distributed through cam-
pus mail.
Ballots should be returned
to the mail room by Dec. 2,
and the vote will be
announced at the Faculty
Senate’s last meeting of the
semester Dec. 7.
A majority of eligible facul-
ty must vote in support of the
amendment for it to pass.
Senate Chairman John
Allison said he thinks the
approval of the article will
only benefit faculty represen-
tation.
“It will increase the oppor-
tunity for democratic expres-
sion for the faculty,” Allison
said.
Faculty divided on referendum rule
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
Attorneys and a Cook
County judge wil l  meet
Monday to decide the start-




Greg Jackson,  22,  of
Country Club Hil ls  was
indicted on Aug. 26, 1993
for his alleged role in the
July 1993 shooting death of
Sheila Doy-
le,  a  Palos
Park nurse.
J a n e







a trial date for sometime in
early December.
“We were originally look-
ing at the middle of Nov-
ember as a starting date for
the trial,” Radostits  said. 
“However,  the defense
was not ready,” Radostits
said. “We were ready to try
Jackson then.
“We have to look at the
court schedule and the sche-
dule for the defense in order
to set  up a date for  the
trial ,”  Radostits  added.
“That is what the court date
on Oct. 31 is for.”
If  convicted,  Jackson
could face a minimum of 20
years in prison. 
He has no previous crimi-
nal record.
Authorities allege Jack-
son drove the car used to
take suspects Antwon Tyler,
23, and Marcus Grey, 17, to
and from the scene of the
incident.
Tyler was found guilty of
first-degree murder earlier
this year. He was sentenced
to natural l i fe in prison.
Grey has not yet been tried.
Jackson, who is free on
bail ,  would have been a
senior at Eastern during the
1993-94 academic year. 
He was suspended by the
university in September
1993, shortly after he was
arrested.
Lou Hencken, vice presi-
dent for  student affairs,
decl ined to say whether
Jackson is still under sus-
pension.
Andre Grant, an assis-
tant for  the law f irm of
Stanley Hill and Associates
who is defending Jackson,
could not be reached for
comment.
Student’s trial date to be set Monday
Could face prison
term of 20 years
if convicted
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Max Market Welcomes EIU Parents
Max Market Now Offers Western Union Service
Quality • Variety • Value • Service
IGA Tomato Juice
69¢
expires Nov. 4, 1994
IGA Apple Juice
99¢
expires Nov. 4, 1994
IGA Orange Juice
99¢
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Adults Kids 6-12   Kids 5 & under
Lincoln Fire Protection Dist. Volunteer
Sat. Oct. 29, 1994 • 6am to 7pm
$300 • $150 • Free!
ALL YOU
CAN EAT!
at the Charleston Lincoln Fire
Protection District, University
Drive & Coolidge Ave.
Bring the 
whole Family!
Y o u r  p l a c e  f o r  
f u n ,  f o o d , &  s p i r i t s  
t h i s  w e e k e n d .
O p e n  1 1 a m  D a i l y





Three people were arrest-
ed last weekend on related
charges of driving under the
influence of alcohol.
Shannon D. Franklin of
Mattoon was arrested at
3:09 a.m. Sunday at the cor-
ner of Ninth Street and
Grant Avenue on charges of
driving under the influence
of alcohol,  possession of
alcohol by a minor and driv-
ing an uninsured motor
vehicle.
Sigmund A. Delmar of
207 Thomas Hall was
arrested at 9 p.m. Saturday
in a parking lot on Madison
Avenue on charges of driv-
ing under the influence of
alcohol, improper lane usage
and disobeying a stop sign.
Robert Kent Sly of 1420
Jackson Ave. was arrested
at 11:32 p.m. Saturday on
14th Street near Madison
Avenue on charges of driv-
ing under the influence of
alcohol and driving an unin-
sured motor vehicle.
In other police reports
Thursday:
• Brian D. Hartman, 19,
of 1627 Seventh Street, was
arrested at 1:40 a.m. Sat-
urday at the corner of Ninth
Street and Grant Avenue on
charges of illegal possession
of alcohol.
• Campus police are
investigating the theft of a
parking meter head from
the parking lot on the south
side of Lantz Gymnasium.
The parking meter head,
valued at $100, was report-
ed missing by an Eastern
police officer Tuesday while
he was patrolling the park-
ing lot.
• Thomas DeCarlo, 20,
reported his car had been
vandalized sometime be-
tween 11 a.m. and 1:45 p.m.
Tuesday while parked in
parking lot W.
An “X” and a slash mark
were found on the car’s pas-
senger side door, presum-
ably made by a key.
• Marietta Deming
reported her billfold stolen
from her office in Lantz
Gymnasium sometime
between 9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Monday.
The billfold, which was
later found in a garbage can,
was missing approximately
$47 in bills and change.
• Kirk Hacker, 20, was
called to his car by police in
reference to damage to that
was done sometime between
6:30 p.m. Friday and 4 p.m.
Sunday.
A patrolling officer discov-
ered the passenger side win-
dow broken and two small
dents in the passenger side
door, both presumably made
by a BB gun.
• Police are still investi-
gating a case of vandalism
that took place at 2:29 a.m.
Thursday at the Vivarium.
A night assistant for the
Gregg Triad told police he
saw an individual break a
storm window on the north
side of the Vivarium and
then run towards the green-
house. 
The window was valued
at about $35.
• Julia Danenbarger
reported her car was hit
sometime between 1:45 and
3:20 p.m. Tuesday while
parked in parking lot E.
The door molding was
bent and the car’s finish was
damaged. No damage esti-
mate was available.
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WE DELIVER ALL DAY!
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
The story of Mary, the leg-
endary ghost of Pemberton
Hall, has attracted renewed
attention with the October
publication of a new book,
“Haunted America.”
The book, which documents
a ghost story from every state,
was written by Michael
Norman, chairman of the
journalism department at the
University of Wisconsin at
River Falls, and the late Beth
Scott, a freelance writer.
Both writers collaborated
once before to write the ghost-
ly novel “Haunted Heart-
land.”
According to the tale, Mary
was on the now closed fourth
floor of Pemberton Hall play-
ing a piano late one stormy
night during the late 19-teens
or early 1920s. She was
reportedly bludgeoned to
death by a janitor, who then
escaped into the night.
Mary’s body was allegedly
found the next morning by
her roommate in front of their
room door. The janitor was
never found.
Pemberton Hall counselor
Kimberly Blair said most resi-
dents just treat the legend as
something fun.
“There are some people who
are truly scared of the ghost,”
said Blair, a second-year grad-
uate student. “Most residents
just think it’s easy to say ‘Oh
that’s just Mary’ whenever
something happens.”
“I think it’s flattering to
have Pemberton’s story in a
book,” said Blair, who says
she has not decided whether
to believe in ghosts. “The
story is that she is a friendly
ghost, so it’s kind of neat.”
Trying to confirm or refute
the story of Mary’s ghost has
yielded only sketchy details in
the past. A counselor by the
name of Mary Hawkins lived
in Pemberton during 1916
and 1917, past Pemberton
residents have said. A Pem-
berton resident died of a seri-
ous illness in those years, but
the death happened at her
home, away from campus.
Although most Pemberton’s
255 residents know about the
legend, it comes up in conver-
sation only occasionally, Blair
said.
“Last week, a lot of people
were talking about it,” Blair
said. “This week, however, no
one has been talking about it
yet.”
Blair expects to hear more
about Mary as Halloween
approaches.
In addition to relating the
Pemberton story, the book
also includes comments from
Decatur Herald & Review
reporter William Michael,
who spent Halloween night in
1988 on Pemberton’s fourth
floor in an attempt to “meet”
Mary.
“It was kind of spooky,” said
Michael, who has since
retired from newspapers. “The
wind was blowing, and the
branches were creaking. I
could have scared myself pret-
ty easily up there.”
Despite being anxious to
take part in the spectral
encounter, Michael did not
have a “ghost of a chance.”
Few people besides Michael
have seen alleged site of the
murder. Pemberton’s fourth
floor has been closed since
1917 because of fire hazards
and other structural weak-
nesses. Fire codes require
three exits on every floor. The
fourth floor has only two.
Funding for a fourth-floor
renovation ran out a few
years after the hall was built,
leaving most of the floor only
half finished.
The Music Room
Editor’s note: The following is an excerpt from
the recently published book “Haunted America,”
(Tom Doherty Associates, $23.95) by Michael
Norman and Beth Scott. The book features a
ghost story from each state, including the tale of
the ghost of Eastern’s Pemberton Hall.
She screamed. No one heard. The wind was
high and rain lashed the windows of the old
building, blotting out all other sounds.
In the morning, Jenny found her friend’s
bloodied body in the third-floor hallway,
slumped against the door of the room they
shared. Fingernails had clawed the door, leaving
crimson trails.
Jenny wept.
Today no one is alive to mourn the victim, but
students at Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston know her story.
They say her name is Mary. That she’d been
practicing the piano late at night in the music
room on the fourth floor of the old residence hall
when she was bludgeoned to death by a crazed
custodian wielding an axe. That the murderer
was never apprehended. That it happened 70
years ago. And they add, with a bit of pride, that
Mary has never left “Pem” Hall. Her spirit
remains, gliding silently through the rooms,
locking and unlocking doors, turning stereos and
television sets on and off, busying herself with
myriad mundane tasks – an ethereal house-
mother watching over the 225 women students
who occupy the hall.
Patty O’Neill is one who can vouch for Mary.
She believes she was visited by Mary in the
spring of 1981.
Midterm exams were at hand and O’Neill had
stayed up to study until early in the morning.
Her roommate was already asleep. Before turn-
ing off the lights, O’Neill went to lock the door,
but a recent rainy spell had swollen the wood to
such an extent that she couldn’t shut it all the
way. The coed decided against slamming the
door and awakening her roommate. The women
of Pem Hall were trustworthy, she reasoned.
They looked after one another and respected a
person’s privacy. Doors were routinely left
unlocked, at least during the day.
O’Neill left the door unlocked and climbed
into bed. She turned over with her back toward
the door.
“I was in very light sleep when I got an awful
feeling that someone was watching me,” she
recounts. “As I turned over to look, I glanced at
the lighted digital numbers on the clock. It was
2:15 a.m.
“I saw a figure standing by the side of my bed
dressed in something like a long nightgown or
robe. She stood there for several seconds, then
turned away and walked toward the door.
“She opened the door and started to leave
when she turned around with one hand on the
door and looked back at me for several more sec-
onds. She left, closing the door behind her. ...”
Excerpt describes Pem ghost
Eastern has entry in ghoulish new book
“Fingernails had
clawed the door, leav-
ing crimson trails”
– Pem Hall excerpt from 
“Haunted America”
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Staff photographer
Pemberton Hall is one of the subjects of a new book explor-
ing different haunts around America.
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For an outstanding selection of EIU clothing and souvenirs
See What Tokens Has To Offer!
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Sweatshirts      
We’re both EIU Parents and Alums
Ira E. Barrett Class of ‘70 STG
Linda Reid Barrett Class of ‘72 AGD















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Balloon & Gift Delivery Department is
equipped & ready to show
you care for any occasion;
Birthday, Graduation,
Congratulations...
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Mail to:  407 Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL 61920
Open late Saturday and early Sunday for your convenience
Great Wall Chinese Restaurant
Parents Weekend Special - Oct. 28, 29, & 30th
$4.95 All-You-Can-Eat Lunch Buffet
$6.95 All-You-Can-Eat Dinner Buffet
H O U R S
Mon.-Wed.-Thurs:  11am-10 pm
Fri.-Sat.:  11 am-10:30 pm
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509 Van Buren                                            345- 2380
Make Saturday A Friend’s Day
With Your Parents!
Open at 11:00 For Lunch
Special Free Show: Smart Alice
Will play 5-8pm
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1606 Lincoln Ave.       345-3400
and the governor for final con-
sideration in March.
The BOG oversees Eastern,
Western Illinois, Northeast-
ern, Chicago State and Gov-
ernors State universities.
Roger Roberson, a BOG
trustee from Champaign, told
Johnson the tuition increase
“is the young people’s prob-
lem.”
“You young people get fed
up with programs that are
sapping away our money,”
Roberson said. “But (the
BOG) is the reason you are
fed up. You guys need to fig-
ure it out.”
In replying to Roberson,
Johnson said: “What power do
the students have? The stu-
dents are getting beat up, and
they feel they have no voice in
this matter.”
Giordano agreed with
Johnson, saying he believes
the tuition increase was being
“rushed.”
“I think the board is really
trying to rush this issue, and
that really scares me,” Gior-
dano said. “I don’t think it’s
imperative to vote on this
today.
“By delaying the vote, it’s a
two-way street,” he added. “It
allows you to present your
case to the students and the
students to present their case
to you.”
Daniel Goodwin, a trustee
from Oakbrook, said the
motion was an “excellent
idea,” because it would allow
time to create some tuition-
hike alternatives.
“If we can postpone this
decision for the recognition of
some student concerns, and it
doesn’t violate some kind of
deadline for budgets, I think
we should do it,” Goodwin
said.
Layzell said he was con-
cerned the IBHE, which will
review the BOG tuition hike
in January, would not set
aside funding in its budget for
the increase if the board con-
tinues to delay the matter.
“There are some practical
concerns to this,” Layzell said.
“If we don’t come up with
something now, we may be
left out of the (IBHE’s) budget
as far as this increase goes.”
Layzell stressed the urgen-
cy of the situation by saying
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale just approved
3.5 percent tuition increases.
Furthermore, he said the
Board of Regents, which over-
sees Northern Illinois, Sang-
amon State and Illinois State
universities, will be institut-
ing a tuition hike for next
year.
Goodwin accused Layzell of
not taking the student repre-
sentatives’ concerns seriously.
“You have a virtually unan-
imous request here, and you
won’t consider to look at it,”
Goodwin said. “It should be
looked at seriously.”
Layzell then said if the stu-
dents could put together a list
of alternatives in a month, a
tabling of the issue would be
considered.
Roxie Jones, student repre-
sentative for Chicago State
University, said that after last
year’s 3.1 percent tuition
hike, some schools are “really
hurting.”
Tuition
• From Page 1A

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C & M Video Presents...
Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday 11 a.m. - Midnight





































































































































































































































































































































Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not





Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not







Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not






(LIMIT 4  OFFERS)
Valid at Charleston Arby’s only. Not
valid with other offers or promotional
discounts. Expires 11/04/94
Try Arby’s New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips
44 PLU 126 PLU
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Fri. - Sat. open til 1 am
Carry-out, Delivery,or Dine-in
LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
& 1 ORDER OF BREADSTICKS
$799
• • • •7  Days a  Week!• • • •
PARENT’S WEEKEND
SPECIAL
Show MOM and DAD
that you care...
with a Corsage and Boutonniere
many styles and prices available
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would like to congratulate its
Fall 1994 Pledge Class:
Jill Benny Tracy  Huth
Laura Best Amy Kimble
Carolyn Blackman Peggy Klostermann
Megan Chipman Julie Lewis
Lisa Fontana Mario Merlano
Sherry Hartweg Amy Myler






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lisa Bowlin says she doesn’t
mind when her children ask
her to drive by the vacant lot
on First Street.
Bowlin, who has worked as
a purchasing assistant at
Eastern since 1986, lives with
her three children in a one-
bedroom apartment.
But on Sunday, Habitat for
Humanity will hold a ground-
breaking ceremony at the
vacant lot, the future site of
Bowlin’s four-bedroom home.
“It gets kind of crazy,”
Bowlin said of living in the
tiny apartment with her three
boys.“Everyone wants their
own space, and there isn’t
enough to go around. This new
house is definitely an answer
to our prayers.”
Ten students from the
newly founded Eastern chap-
ter of Habitat for Humanity
will be working on the new
home each week with mem-
bers of the Coles County chap-
ter.
Eastern’s chapter was
founded last month and has 50
members, said Holly Walters,
volunteer coordinator at the
Student Volunteer Center.
Habitat for Humanity is a
worldwide program that has
built more than 5,000 homes
across the world, said Virginia
Davis, coordinator for the
Coles County chapter.
“Habitat for Humanity aims
to provide affordable housing
to low-income families that
might otherwise not be able to
afford a house,” Davis said.
However, Habitat for
Humanity is not a “free, give-
away program,” Davis said.
“Each family pays for its
house.”
Bowlin will pay for the
house without interest over a
20- to 25-year period. She also
will help build the house and
other Habitat projects as part
of her ongoing involvement
with the program.
The working mother would-
n’t have it any other way.
“The fact that I’m going to
be working for this is impor-
tant to me,” Bowlin said. 
“I wouldn’t want it given to
me. This house will be ours,
and it’s something we’re work-
ing for together as a family.”
Each adult in a household
must put in 250 hours on his
or her own house, and an addi-
tional 100 hours on the next
homes built by Habitat, Davis
said.
Bowlin said this program is
reminiscent of a close, commu-
nity-oriented America.
“Habitat for Humanity goes
back to the old times, and it
pulls the community together,”
Bowlin said. “I’ve made a lot of
friends already and we haven’t
even begun building.”
Eastern’s chapter will be
taking a work-trip in Nov-
ember to other communities
and is still seeking volunteers,
Walters said.
The student chapter will
travel to Hull to rehabilitate
homes damaged by the 1993
Mississippi River flood  and to
Frankfurt, Ind. 
The trip is scheduled for
Nov. 18-23, and the cost to
attend is $20, which includes
travel, food and lodging.
For more information,
interested persons may con-
tact Holly Walters at  the
Student Volunteer Center of





Panthers will present a free
concert Sunday highlight-
ing music from their
marching season as part of
the Parents Weekend cele-
bration.
The band, which will be
joined for a portion of the
concert by Charleston High
School’s marching band,
will perform at 3 p.m. in the
Dvorak Concert Hall of the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Joseph Manfredo, Eas-
tern’s marching band dir-
ector, said the band will
play highlights from the
past marching season.
Segments will include pre-
game selections, classic
rock, movie themes, Hal-
loween music and a grand
finale.
Eastern headfootball
coach Bob Spoo will join the
band as a guest conductor,
Manfredo said. Spoo will
conduct Eastern’s fight
song.
Sunday’s concert will also
feature dance lines, flag
corps and twirlers, Man-
fredo added.
The Charleston High
School marching band will
join Eastern’s band for
Eastern fanfares and fight
songs, as well as “Stars and
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CHEAP FLIGHTS: 
+ Fly standby. 
It's like camping out for concerts, ·. 
but the people bathe. 
+ Buy your tickets in August. 
That's when airfares are lowest. 
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal. 
+ Look into courier flights. 
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you 
don't end up in a..:fhird World prison. 
+ Organize a charter. 
Bring your friends. If you have none, 
classmates and relatives will do. 
+ Get a Citibank Classic card. 
You'll get discounts off domestic and 
international• flights. 
~Get an ISE International Student I D card 10 qualify for international 
flights and other traVel related savings 
' 
I 






QtiDMk Classic card by completins the applic~ in this issue or by call ng I· 800 - CITl~NK 
. 
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Chicago Dog – mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato and celery salt
yes, all dogs get chips .........................................$1.99
Double Dog – just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun
– CRAZY ................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog–same great dog & bun smothered in ched-
dar cheese – WOW! ...............................................$2.09
Chili Dog–with heaping pile of chili con carne–
GREAT ...................................................................$2.09
Honey dipped Corn Dog- Wow!!..........................$1.29
Cheese & Chili Dog–Pile of chili on top of our great dogs
then smothered in cheddar cheese–
Wow! What a load!.................................................$2.39
Side Orders–all fried in 100% unsaturated
canola oil
Chips - Reg. or BBQ ................................................ .65
Mozzarella Sticks–if you need red sauce, just ask (no
charge) ...................................................................$2.75
Beer Batter Onion Rings......................................$1.49
Sweet Delights
Homemade Brownies – The Best!!! ....................... .79
20 oz. Drinks ............................................................ .79
Iced Tea - Coke - Sprite - Diet Pepsi - 7 up
All Prices subject to Sales Tax
Italian Beef–deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side–
Just like Mamma's!.................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage–spicy sausage cooked over our char-
broil grill by chef Mark to perfection- awesome! ......$2.49
Combo Beef & Sausage - same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grill sausage for one of the best sand-
wiches here ..............................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak - a 4 oz. beef steak grilled with
onions & sweet peppers then covered with provolone
cheese -
the next best thing to visiting Philly - Yo! ............$3.59
Chicken Philly - Just like Philly Cheese Steak only with
lean chicken..............................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flames then served
with your choice of topping on our home made french
bread ........................................................................$2.89
Meatball Deluxe - 4, Yes 4!  1oz. meat balls stuffed on
our home made bread, suffocated in our Grandma-style
marinara red sauce...................................................$2.69
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion - the best gyros
in central Illinois .....................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - a lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (Not Chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce - served on our
fresh baked buns ......................................................$2.49
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best! -
our beef is all beef - no filler  and cooked as you order,
over the open flame of  char-broil grill, served on our
made-here oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup,




Double Cheese Burger ...........................................$3.19
Open 7 Days a Week!!
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We deliver 11 a.m. - 2  p.m.  for lunch;
4 p.m. - midnight
Sat. & Sun. We deliver ALL DAY
345-2466
Just call and we’ll zip ‘em to ya!
Located at 405 Lincoln
All dogs get chips, Reg. or BBQ your choice! 
Served on our freshly baked Hot Dog Buns
Whoa! Wow! Wang!
INTRODUCING....A few but great Deli Sandwiches
Turkey & Provolone • Beef & Provolone • Ham & Provolone •Cheese & Cheese, ( American Cheese and Provolone
Cheese, for those who like to smile). What’s on ‘em? Lettuce, Tomato & Hellmans the real stuff! Placed on our french
bread that’s baked here in our bakery (Same place as our homemade Brownies). All for the low price of $3.00 + tax!
Joey’s Dogs













with a Brass Section, and Drummer
formerly of “SHADOOBE”
also w/Doug Evans







































































































































































Rock & Roll Show from Champaign
Music by: Led Zepplin, AC/DC, 
Ted Nugent, Living Color, 











































































































































































































$1 ADMISSION 8-10 W/COUPON
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Johnny Hernandez Sterling Wadlow
Cecil Collins Mike Quinlan
Joel Cowen Troy Swanson
David Godsell Nate Roberts
Steve Price
3.0-3.49
Matt Marinaro Kevin Rutter
Brian Bottcher Brad Brakhane
Brian Barnes Troy Gibson
Dylan Franken Micheal C. Grossen
Jason Haier Jeffrey Hart
Mike Husby Chris Kobel
Brad Kronk Brett Landmeier
James Pajauska John Ross
Brad Rozboril Mike Tolle
Dan Walker David Viska
Mark Valintis
The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
congratulate those who made
excellent grades last semester!
Parents’ Weekend Sale
Oct 28, 29, & 30
*20% Off Sweatshirts & Sweaters
*Up to 30% Off all Outer-Wear
*Receive an additional 15% off       
coupon good on top of all sales
*Extended layaway until December 12th
recently expanded - now with men’s
By TRAVIS SPENCER
City editor
Charleston and Eastern officials are prepar-
ing an informational booklet to present to a
Junior Olympics committee as part of an effort
to be chosen as host of the national sporting
event.
Charleston is one of three cities competing to
host the 1996 Junior Olympics track and field
meets, which could draw an expected 20,000
people and $15 million to the area.
Houston and Omaha, Neb., are the other
finalists vying for the event.
“We have to put together a presentation
booklet for December in St. Louis,” said John
Craft, Eastern’s acting associate athletic direc-
tor.
Representatives from each community will
travel to St. Louis on Dec. 1 to make proposals
to the U.S. Track and Field Association. The
association will choose the host site that day.
Craft said a committee of Eastern and local
officials meet at least once a week to prepare
the information booklet and verbal presenta-
tion.
He said he hopes a draft of the booklet will
be finished by Tuesday.
“It’s coming together really well,” Craft said.
“Next week we want to work on the format of
the booklet.”
Certain responsibilities have been allotted to
each person involved in the efforts to bring the
event to Charleston.
Divian Bales, administration assistant for
the Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce,
said the chamber is responsible for obtaining
letters from Mayor Dan Cougill, the mayors of
Terre Haute, Effingham and Champaign, con-
firming that the area cities would be available
to lodge travelers.
“We’ll put together a fact sheet of demo-
graphics,” Bales said. “We’ll provide lists of
lodging, transportation, tourism and a bit of
Charleston’s history.”
More than 8,000 junior athletes, ages 10 to
18, attend the Junior Olympics each year with
their parents.  Last year’s event is estimated to
have drawn 12,000 spectators on any given
day.
The 1996 Junior Olympics are scheduled for
the week of July 30 through Aug. 4. The
Summer Olympics in Atlanta will also be
under way that week.
City preps for olympic bid
By AMY SCIACCOTTA
Staff writer
Booth Library is home of a
new Internet program that
may change the way re-
searchers access newspapers.
The program, developed by
Karl Bridges, grant director
and assistant professor of
library services, and Glenn
Robinson, assistant professor
of journalism and business
manager of The Daily Eastern
News, will allow people with
access to a computer system to
read several different newspa-
pers.
Currently, the program is
being tested by using issues of
The News.
“This is the future way of
delivering newspapers, maga-
zines and journals where peo-
ple don’t have to pay for a sub-
scription,” Bridges said.
The program will also make
it possible for students and
faculty to use graphics in
papers and print out forms,
such as registration forms,
without going to pick them up.
Users with vision problems
will be able to enlarge words.
In addition, the program
will allow people from remote
areas to access newspaper files
without having to make the
trip to Charleston, Bridges
said.
The Illinois State Library
Association granted $40,000 to
purchase the necessary equip-
ment for the program. This
includes state-of-the-art Mac-
intosh computers in the
Charleston Public Library,
Charleston High School and
Cowden-Herrick High School.
“It’s a nice idea for the kids
and for prospective students to
see The News,” Bridges said.
“There’s no way they would see
this otherwise.”
Newspapers to run on Internet




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































$12.96 $9.00 Hot Pot Express   
$  3.82 $3.00 Ultra Downy 40 oz.
$  8.00 $7.00 Men’s Socks 10 pr.
$  5.00 $2.50 Automatic Mop   
$  5.97 $4.00 Football Popcorn Tins  
$    .97 $  .88 Clorox Bleach 
$  5.00 $3.00 Agree Shampoo 3 pk.   
$  1.17 $  .88 Brauny Paper Towels
$  4.00 $3.50   Irish Spring 6pk.
$  3.00 $2.00 8x10 Picture Frames 
Reg. Sale
Price Price Item
$  4.96 $4.00 Twin Blanket  
$  7.96 $6.00 Queen/King Blankets
$39.96 $29.96 Flip Bed  
$39.96 $29.96 Rugs
$  2.97 $2.00   Rubber Laundry Basket  
$10.94 $9.00 Skimps Long Pajamas  
$  2.50 $2.00 No Excuse Underwear
$  9.96 $8.00 Hampers
$12.94 $10.00 Flannel Shirts   
$19.96 $17.00 Pullover Fleece Jackets
All Electric Blankets $5 Off
Flannel Sheets  $4 Off
20% Off Dorm Sized
Refrigerators
AR042M or AR02M
Bring this Ad in with you and receive
20% off any Item in the Store!
Store Hours:  Mon.-Sat. 8 am–10 pm & Sun. 10 am–9 pm
Coca-Cola Classic & Diet Coke 12 pack cans
$2.00
Don’t forget to get all your
Halloween Candy at WAL-MART!
Buy Any 12” Get 
Second One For $3.99
*Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer
Expires Nov. 11, 1994
Buy One 6” Get Second One
FREE With The Purchase 
Of A Coke
*Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer






































































































































































































America's Best Dressed Sandwich
®
America's Best Dressed SandwichValid on
Delivery
Good Food, Fast Service At 430 West Lincoln A Great PricePhone
345-7827
®





MIS - Remember this
Dynamic Duo?  Have a
SPOOKTACULAR BDAY!












































































































































































































































Friday, October 28, 1994
While attending school here
in Charleston one can easily
recognize the hostility Chicago
and St. Louis sports fans
exhume around one another.
If you’re a Cub fan, you
hate the Cardinals and vice-
versa. If you’re a Blues fan,
Hawks fans are your mortal
enemies, and so on.
During three-plus years on
this campus I have learned to
cherish my Chicago ties, and
also appreciate that I’m not
from St. Louis – a city once
full of professional character,
but now reduced to a way sta-
tion on the way to bigger
things.
A neutral site, if you will.
Football has not been
played here since the 80’s, and
professional basketball (not
even the NBA) has been non-
existent for over 20 years.
Add a lackluster baseball
team and a hockey club now
under a dictator’s rule, and
you have St. Louis – the
sports city that used to be.
So why do St. Louis fans
still feel they have any weight
in arguing sports?
I think the John Tudor and
Neil Lomax glory days are
over.
Sure you have Ozzie Smith
and Brett Hull, but Smith is
on his last leg and Hull wants
out (no surprise).
Now there is serious consid-
eration to move the Los
Angeles Rams to St. Louis.
Hasn’t there been enough
sports failure here already?
Last year St. Louis
appeared to be a lock for one
of the NFL’s new expansion
teams, but thanks to smart
people in the front office, they
realized if St. Louis could run
one football team into the
ground, they would probably
do it to another.
St. Louis, in my book,
doesn’t even qualify as a
sports haven because only two
of the four major sports are
represented.
Sorry St. Louis, exhibition
NBA games and the St. Louis
University Billikens don’t
count.
Many people say that
Chicagoans are pushy, arro-
gant and down right nasty
when arguing sports – espe-
cially when defending their
sports teams.
But success can do that to a
person.
When you have teams that
have had recent success such






When the Eastern football team takes
the field against Indiana State on
Saturday in an attempt to snap a two-
game slide, the Panthers are hoping
that they have one key factor on their
side – their parents.
The Sycamores will bring their 4-3
overall record into O’Brien Field for a 1
p.m. kickoff, and Eastern is thinking
that the emotion annually involved in
Parents Weekend could inspire it to a
win.
Two seasons ago, the Panthers upset
heavily favored Northern Iowa, then the
No. 1 ranked team in Division I-AA, 21-
15 on Parents Weekend.
“It’s been a weekend where guys get
up (in the past),” said Eastern coach Bob
Spoo. “Hopefully they can do that
again.”
The game will begin a stretch with
three of the final four games at O’Brien
Field for the 2-5 Panthers, and a victory
would vault Eastern into fourth place in
the Gateway Conference ahead of the
visiting Sycamores.
Last season Indiana State came out
on top with a 27-24 win in Terre Haute,
thanks to an 11-yard touchdown run by
quarterback Kip Hennelly with 1
minute 5 seconds remaining in the
game. Hennelly has since graduated,
but senior Tom Cerasani is now taking
snaps and running the option with all-
conference tailback David Wright.
Wright leads the Gateway in rushing
with 645 yards despite missing the past
two games with a toe injury and is
expected to find his way to Charleston
this weekend.
“They obviously rush the ball
extremely well,” Spoo said of the confer-
ence’s No. 1 rushing offense, which
racks up 217 yards per contest. “We fig-
ure (Wright will) be here and ready to
play. He’s a good back with great bal-
ance and quickness, and he’s a tough
kid.
“(And Cerasani’s) a big guy with good
size and strength, and that’s a big part
of their attack,” Spoo said. “The quarter-
back has to share the load and run the
option.”
If Wright can’t get back into the
swing of things, Indiana State will be in
a pinch because backup Jason Potter,
who has picked up 594 yards and four
touchdowns on only 96 carries as a fill-
in, is out with a knee injury. Converted
receiver Adam Evans, who has only 22
carries this year, could see some action
in the backfield.
Indiana State also leads the Gateway
in total defense, allowing only 266 yards
a game. Considering their scheme and
tendencies, Spoo said he expects the
Sycamores to blitz freshman quarter-
back Mark Swinning and force him to
make mistakes.
“With an experienced guy, they really
came after us,” Spoo said of when the
Sycamores pressured Eastern senior
quarterback Jeff Thorne during last
Eastern looks to stop the slide
ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. photo editor
Rodney Wilson (left) goes to tackle Tim Gross during practice Thursday after-
noon. Eastern will attempt to stop a two game losing streak as they meet
Indiana State University tomorrow for Parents Weekend afternoon at 1 p.m. at
O’Brien Stadium.
§ See CHICAGO Page 2B
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer
Three of the four finalists
for the position of coaching
Eastern’s first women’s soc-
cer team say they have not
been offered the job, while
the fourth would neither
confirm nor deny he had
been offered the position.
Eastern Athletic Director
Bob McBee said a coach
would be named Monday,
and Steve Ballard, men’s
and women’s soccer coach at
Averett College in Virginia,
is  the only f inalist  who
declined comment on his
status.
“It’s not for me to release
that information at this
time,” Ballard said. “That I
believe would be the best
and fairest answer that I
can give at this time.”
McBee has said he would
release information about
the coach no later than
Monday but not before.
“We’ve made an offer to
one of  the applicants,”
McBee said. “That’s where
we are at right now. So we’ll
see what happens before
Monday.”
When the three other
finalists were contacted, all
said they have not been
offered the position. The
three other finalists are:
• Scott Forester, women’s
soccer coach at Kalamazoo
Junior College in
Kalamazoo, Mich., who in
four seasons, has compiled a
Soccer coach to be named




will have its version of a
championship game tomor-
row when the Leathernecks
of Western Illinois travel to
the UNI-Dome to take on the
Northern Iowa Panthers.
The winner will secure the
Gateway Conference
Championship and an auto-
matic bid into the NCAA
tournament.
Western and Northern
Iowa both have 5-2 records,
but the Panthers hold a 4-0
conference mark while the
Leathernecks are 4-1 in the
Gateway.
A Western victory would
give them the edge in a tie-
breaker situation, but the
UNI-Dome has not been
friendly to Gateway teams.
Northern Iowa has never
lost a Gateway game at
home, a span of 29 games,
and the Panthers have won
10 of the last 12 in this
series.
The UNI-Dome, which
seats 16,324, had consecutive
sellouts in the Panthers’ last
two games and tomorrow
could run that streak to three
games.
WIU, UNI to play for NCAA tourney bid 
¤ See WIU Page 2B
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*Don’t Forget Parents
There are 19 Antique and gift stores in
Mattoon for you to shop
Charleston Travel Bureau
301 W. Lincoln
217-345-7731     1-800-FUN-DAYS
We can do seats and boarding passes
(That’s a plus book with us)
We Have Air to Padre on Sale NOW !
Book your air with $25 NRF deposit to 




and also teams that have
showed greatness in recent
years like the Bears and
Blackhawks, you wear your
Chicagoland status like a
badge of honor.
The Cubs are synonymous
with losing and failure, but
their place in Chicago sports is
invaluable because with at
least one loser in the bunch, it
keeps Chicago sports fans from
becoming complete egomani-
acs.
Currently the only team in
the town of St. Louis (yes, I call
it a town) that is worth follow-
ing is the Blues. But while they
shine a lot in the regular sea-
son, their chances of advancing
to the finals are as good as O.J.
Simpson’s methods of venting
frustration.
Now with a hockey lockout,
St. Louis fans sit idly by with
nothing to do.
Can you say, Billikens’ sea-
son tickets?
Chicago
§ From Page 1B
games.
Running back Jeff Stovall, who was injured
on Sept. 17, got his largest chunk of action last
week in a 24-17 victory over Illinois State.
Stovall, who played with a cast on his right
forearm because of a fractured bone, had played
in a limited role in previous games, but he
rushed for 117 yards on 21 carries against the
Redbirds.
Gateway Conference officials are excited
about the match-up, but Commissioner Patty
Viverito and Assistant Commissioner Mike
Kern will be unable to attend because of prior
obligations.
Ed Tschannen, Gateway Supervisor of
Officials, will be in attendance.
“We’d like to (attend the game) because it’s
not very often that the championship is decided
in one particular game,” Kern said.
Though the game has all the makings of a
championship event, Kern said his office had no
way of predicting it would come out this way.
“Games are scheduled years in advance so
it’s almost impossible to schedule them and
hope for this kind of situation,” Kern said. “It
just happened to work out that way.”
Western is riding a four-game winning streak
– it’s largest since a five-game string in 1992. 
Northern Iowa broke that streak in the UNI-
Dome.
• The Salukis of Southern Illinois picked up
their first victory of the season last week with a
10-7 shocker over Western Kentucky.
Southern’s victory over the 16th-ranked
Hilltoppers was the first for rookie head coach
Shawn Watson and it also broke Southern’s
nine-game losing streak.
The Salukis take on Illinois State on
Saturday.
• Another Gateway team picking up its first
victory of the season was Southwest Missouri
State, which also won by a score of 10-7 over
Indiana State.
Bears linebacker DeLaun Fowler had 19
tackles, including 16 solo stops, in helping shut
down a lethal Sycamore offense which leads the
league in scoring.
Eastern 
¤ From Page 1B
record of 54-11-1 and a
NCAA Tournament appear-
ance.
• Thomas E. Piccirillo is
the  women’s soccer coach at
Tiffin University in Ohio. He
has been the head coach at
Tiffin since 1991. This sea-
son, Tiffin is currently
ranked 9th in the nation in
the NAIA with a 11-3 record.
• Brian Wiesner, women’s
soccer coach at California
State Polytechnic
University-Pomona. Wiesner
has compiled a 101-82-26
record since 1983. He start-
ed the women’s soccer pro-
gram at Cal Poly.
Ballard has coached
Averett’s men’s soccer pro-
gram for the past 14 seasons
and the women’s soccer pro-
gram for the past six sea-
sons.
He previously coached
men’s soccer for two years at
the University of North
Carolina and at Elon college
for 10 years, reaching the
playoffs nine times. He
coached the women’s soccer
program at Elon for four
years, making the playoffs
in all four seasons and the
national semifinals his last
two years.
Ballard, who has taught
physical education and held
various administration jobs
in fund raising and public
relations, says he enjoys
coaching the most and would
enjoy the challenge of start-
ing a winning tradition if he
received the Eastern
women’s soccer position.
The large pool of high
school soccer players in
Chicago and Saint Louis
available for recruitment is
another reason Ballard said
he was interested in the
Eastern job.
Women’s soccer will
become an official NCAA
sport at Eastern next season
after playing this year as a
club team for the final time.
The women’s soccer team
currently has an 0-6 record
with one game remaining
this season.
Currently, the soccer team
is  coached by one of its own
players,  midfielder Betsy
Boudreau.
McBee said the new coach
will begin Jan. 1 with an
evaluation of the team and
training of the players.
Soccer
•From Page 1B
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) –
Forward Chris Mullin of the
Golden State Warriors will
miss the first 6-8 weeks of the
season with a knee injury that
occurred in an exhibition
game.
The five-time all-star has a
chip fracture and sprained lig-
ament in his left knee and a
strained left hamstring after
falling while attempting to
block a shot during the
Warriors’ 95-90 victory over
Portland on Wednesday.
Mullin rolled on the court in
pain for several minutes in
the third quarter after trying
to block a shot by Jerome
Kersey.
“I really look at myself as
being really fortunate,’’ Mullin
said Thursday. “When I went
down, I thought I did every-
thing to it. It totally gave out
on me. I’ve never had any-
thing like that before.’’
Mullin, 31, missed the first
20 games of last season with a
torn finger ligament.
Injury sidelines Warriors’ Chris Mullin
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By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s soccer team will play its first offi-
c ial  game with Southern Il l inois University at
Edwardsville today at 2 p.m. in Edwardsville.
On Sept. 17, the Panthers played host to Southern,
but the game was not declared an official contest when
the game officials walked off the field with just over five
minutes remaining in the game. The Cougars were
leading 2-1 when the game was suspended.
That contest, which will be played in its entirety, has
been rescheduled for Nov. 2 at Lakeside Field.
Southern (5-10 overall and 3-3 in the Mid-Continent
Conference) has not done well of late, dropping four of
its last six contests. In that span, the Cougars have
been outscored 17-6.
One bright spot for Southern has been goaltender
Doug Fox. The senior from St. Louis is second in the
conference in saves with 107.
Eastern head coach Cizo Mosnia explained that his
team (10-2-1, 4-1-1) is anticipating the conference
match-up.
“I think the guys will be ready,” Mosnia said. “I don’t
think that we will be slacking off.”
The Panthers will be led by forwards Brad McTighe
and Henry Ospina as well as goaltender Brian Ritschel.
McTighe, a sophomore co-captain, has six goals and
eight assists, giving him the team lead in points with
20. Ospina, a sophomore from Barrington, has six goals
and two assists on the season.
Ritschel, a sophomore from Huntington Beach, Calif.,
is third in the conference in goals-against average with
1.33 per game.
Eastern to face Cougars
By JOHN COX
Staff writer
Eastern’s cross country teams are at
the crossroads of its futures.
The Mid-Continent Championship
Meet is tomorrow and it is “up for
grabs,” according to coach John
McInerney.
Eastern has faced two of the confer-
ence teams, Valparaiso and Western
Illinois, while the other seven teams
are unknowns. McInerney, however,
has seen some times, and he said that
Eastern is in the right lane to turn into
a championship season.
“This is our main focus,” McInerney
said. “This is an exciting meet for us,
but we’ve been in bigger, tougher
meets. This is one where our focus is
winning the thing and the stakes are a
little higher. This is a meet where
we’ve got a shot if we run well to win
it.”
Advantages are abundant for the
Panthers to win it. Home-field advan-
tage, of sorts, points in Eastern’s favor.
Crystal Lake is the site of the champi-
onship and a few Panthers have run on
that course.
“It’s a great course,” McInerney said.
“Cory Smith, that’s his home high
school course, (and) Rich Arsenault ran
at Dundee Crown just 10 miles away.
We have a bunch of alums up there so I
think we’ll probably have the largest
cheering section.”
Eastern is one of the closer schools to
the meet, and McInerney said that
travelling is taxing enough to make a
12-hour bus ride effect a runner.
Despite all of Eastern’s advantages,
McInerney doesn’t see Eastern to be
the favorite to win.
“We’re in a nice position. I’d rather
be the favorites but we’re not,”
McInerney said. “It’s hard to know
(who the favorite is, and) with this new
conference, it get’s sketchy. But Buffalo
has looked solid week-in and week-out.
They have a fairly tight group, not
super-outstanding, but I think we’re
going to have to run well to beat them
on both the men’s and women’s side.”
All-Conference honors are handed
out based on the results of this meet,
making it doubly important to the indi-
viduals. Top five finishers are named to
the first team All-Conference, while
second-teamers are named on the top
next five after the lead pack.
McInerney said that both the men
and the women have the possibility to
place three runners in the ranks of the
All-Conference.
“My feeling is to have three,”
McInerney said. “If they run their con-
sistent, solid races they should be in
the top 10, top 15.”
McInerney said that he thinks
Cristen Conrad, Irma Perez and Amy
Bersig all have good shots at making
All-Conference, while Justin Weiss,
Steve Cunningham and Dave Venhaus
will have the inside track on the men’s
side. McInerney said that there could
be other Panthers, like Rodger Ebert,
Todd Moroney and Steve Buti, who
could be in on the top 10 as well.
“On the guys side, it’s going to be
how tight our pack hangs together,”
McInerney said. “We could have five in
the top 15 or 20.”
Predictions? According to McInerney,
this meet is free to win, but he sees
Buffalo as the pre-meet favorite. But he
was very sketchy as to where the
Panthers may end up.
“The first five spots are up for grabs,”
he said. 
Conference cross country meet
deemed ‘up for grabs’ by coach
By TIM BROZENEC
Staff writer
The volleyball “Hail Mary” pass has been thrown
into the air in the Mid-Continent Conference, and
Eastern’s chance to come down with the champi-
onship ball almost surely rests in its three home
contests this weekend.
Currently holding onto second place in the con-
ference with a 5-1 record, Eastern will host third
place Northeastern Illinois (5-2) on Friday, winless
Chicago State on Saturday and conference leader
Valparaiso (7-0) on Sunday.
Most likely, the Valparaiso game will decide the
fate of the conference tournament, as Eastern’s
West Division champ will host the event. There is
even a possibility that Eastern could beat
Valparaiso and still finish in second place.
But Eastern coach Betty Ralston is taking it one
match at a time.
“We can’t look past Northeastern,” she said.
“They’re in third place, and they have a shot to win
the conference if we or Valparaiso falters.
“We have to play hard to keep them out of it. We
can’t sit back Friday and Saturday just worrying
about Valparaiso.”
Despite all of this concern, the fact remains that
to claim the conference championship and the right
to host the tournament, the Lady Panthers have to
beat Valparaiso. And the catch is that they have to
beat them in three or four games.
The conference committee came together this
week and decided that if two teams were tied after
the 10 conference games, the champ will be deter-
mined in head-to-head play.
Valparaiso beat Eastern in their first meeting in
five games. If Eastern wins in three or four games,
it wins the conference. If Eastern beats Valparaiso
in five games, the next tiebreaker is games won in
the conference, a tiebreaker that would go to
Valparaiso.
“Valparaiso has beaten everyone in the confer-
ence in three games,” Ralston said. “We’ve had two
games where we won in four. We need to beat them
in three or four and, of course, beat everybody else.”
Everybody else not only includes this weekend’s
foes, but also its final conference game versus
Western Illinois at home on Nov. 5. 
All of this weekend’s games will be played in
McAfee Gym because of the Diamond Rio concert
and Parents Weekend.
The Northeastern game will start at 7 p.m.
tonight, the Chicago State face-off will begin at 5
p.m. Saturday and the pivotal Valparaiso match-up
will start at 4 p.m. Sunday. 
“It would be great if we had a lot of people show
up for the games,” Ralston said.
Eastern looks to ‘catch’ conference title
First rematch with Cougars
since controversial ending 
in Sept. 17 game at Eastern
FILE PHOTO
Joe Frasucki, a goalie for Eastern’s soccer team, prac-
tices  with the team earlier this year. Eastern will be fac-
ing Southern Illinois  at 2 p.m. today  in Edwardsville.
Mid-Continent conference
volleyball title up in the
air for several teams
Running back Jeff Stovall,
who was injured on Sept. 17,
got his largest chunk of action
last week in a 24-17 victory
over Illinois State.
Stovall, who played with a
cast  on his  r ight  forearm
because of a fractured bone,
had played in a limited role in
previous games,  but  he
rushed for 117 yards on 21
carries against the Redbirds.
Gateway Conference offi-
cials are excited about the
match-up, but Commissioner
Patty Viverito and Assistant
Commissioner Mike Kern will
be unable to attend because of
prior obligations.
Ed Tschannen, Gateway
Supervisor of Officials, will be
in attendance.
“We’d like to (attend the
game) because it’s not very
often that the championship
is decided in one particular
game,” Kern said.
Though the game has all
the makings of  a  champi-
onship event, Kern said his
office had no way of predict-
ing it  would come out this
way.
“Games are scheduled
years in advance so i t ’s
almost impossible to schedule
them and hope for this kind of
situation,” Kern said. “It just
happened to work out that
way.”
Western is riding a four-
game winning streak – it ’s
largest  s ince a f ive-game
string in 1992. 
Northern Iowa broke that
streak in the UNI-Dome.
• The Salukis of Southern
Illinois picked up their first
victory of  the season last
week with a 10-7 shocker over
Western Kentucky.
Southern’s victory over the
16th-ranked Hilltoppers was
the first for rookie head coach
Shawn Watson and it  also
broke Southern’s nine-game
losing streak.
The Salukis take on Illinois
State on Saturday.
• Another Gateway team
picking up its first victory of
the season was Southwest
Missouri State, which also
won by a score of 10-7 over
Indiana State.
Bears linebacker DeLaun
Fowler had 19 tackles, includ-
ing 16 solo stops, in helping
shut down a lethal Sycamore
offense which leads the
league in scoring.
WIU
¤ From Page 1B
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Thanks To Everyone For Making 
Fall Rush 1994 - A Wonderful Success
Eileen Sullivan Rachel Gudeman
Norma Taylor Maureen Leary
Julie Brown April Smidl
Gina Nicosia Melanie Blum
Jennifer Taylor Michelle Gaddini
Stan Sweeney Kristie Kahles
Jenny DeRouin Stephanie Crase
Stefanie Andrews Noelle Frere
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NEW YORK (AP) – Jeff Bagwell,
whose season ended two days before
the strike shut down the rest of base-
ball, was the unanimous winner
Thursday of the National League
Most Valuable Player Award.
Bagwell swept all 28 first-place
votes in balloting by the Baseball
Writers Association of America and
finished with 392 points. Second place
went to home run champ Matt
Williams of the San Francisco Giants,
who had 201 points. Moises Alou of
Montreal was third with 183.
Barry Bonds, winner of the last two
NL MVP awards and three in the last
four seasons, finished fourth with 144
points.
Bagwell, the first Houston player to
win the MVP, and Williams were the
only players named on all 28 ballots.
Bagwell was leading the major
leagues with 116 runs batted in and
in the midst of an 18-game hitting
streak when he broke his left hand
after being hit by a pitch by Andy
Benes of San Diego on Aug. 10.
The injury was expected to sideline
the Astros first baseman for three to
five weeks. But two days later the
players went on strike, ultimately
ending the season.
In 110 games, Bagwell batted .368
with 39 home runs, second in the bat-
ting race to Tony Gwynn’s .394 and
second in the home run chase to
Williams’ 43. He had 32 doubles and
two triples and his 300 total bases
tied Cesar Cedeno’s club record set in
1972. He also led the league with 104
runs scored.
Bagwell’s 39 home runs, 116 RBIs,
72 extra base hits and .368 batting
average were all Houston club
records.
He became the only the third unan-
imous winner of an NL MVP award,
joining Orlando Cepeda in 1967 and
Mike Schmidt in 1980.
There have been seven unanimous
MVPs in the American League – Al
Rosen, 1953; Mickey Mantle, 1956;
Frank Robinson, 1966; Denny
McLain, 1968; Reggie Jackson, 1973;
Jose Canseco, 1988; and Frank
Thomas, 1993.
Thomas, the Chicago White Sox
slugger, repeated as AL MVP on
Wednesday.
Earlier this week, Greg Maddux of
the Atlanta Braves was a unanimous
choice for the NL Cy Young award.
Bagwell gets NL MVP award
IRVING, Texas (AP) – Con-
cussions have already claimed a
former Super Bowl MVP quarter-
back from the Dallas Cowboys.
Could they lose another?
Roger Staubach, the MVP of the
1972 Super Bowl, retired in 1980
because concussions had taken
their toll. There were 20 in all –
five in the 1979 season alone.
His brain-wave pattern showed
abnormalities, and his head was
bothering him in the days before
he retired.
Staubach surprised the Cow-
boys’ front office by deciding to
retire. Club President Tex
Schramm said later “Roger had
five good years left,” and Dallas’
fortunes began a slow decline after
that.
So is Troy Aikman, MVP of the
1993 Super Bowl, heading down
Staubach’s premature retirement
road? The question looms because
Aikman suffered a mild concussion
when he was hit on the chin by
Wilber Marshall in last Sunday’s
game against Arizona. It was his
sixth concussion, four in six NFL
seasons. He had one in high school
and another in college.
Aikman will undergo a test next
week to give doctors a record of his
normal brain-wave pattern to
study should he get another blow
to the head.
“Of all the concussions I’ve had,
this is a minor one,” Aikman said.
“I could have come back in the
game in the second half. I don’t
have any post-concussion syn-
drome.”
Aikman’s performance hasn’t
suffered because of his concus-
sions.
BOSTON (AP) – The cham-
pionship banners are in place.
Red Auerbach is in his seat 20
feet above the court. The
winking leprechaun painted
on the center circle – where
Bill Russell and Wilt Cham-
berlain jumped so often – is
ready for another season.
There’s a lot of history in
that old Boston Garden.
Now look closer – that is if
the obstructed view from your
hard, narrow chair allows it.
The once-white ceiling insu-
lation above the banners is a
grimy gray. Auerbach, the
Celtics 77-year-old president,
doesn’t rant at referees with
the feistiness of his younger
days. The green paint in a
shamrock on the leprechaun’s
hat is chipped, and that’s Acie
Earl, not Russell, jumping cen-
ter for Boston.
The Celtics, who missed the
playoffs for the first time in 15
years last season, and the
Garden have seen better days.
“It’s a dump, to put it nice-
ly,’’ says Dennis Grabowski,
the head of the work crew that
screws all 264 sections of the
parquet floor in place for
Celtics games. “But I’m going
to miss the place. There’s
something about this place.’’
It is 7:43 p.m. on
Wednesday night. Referee
Greg Willard tosses the ball
for the opening tap of an exhi-
bition game with San Antonio.
David Robinson wins it from
Earl.
The first game at Boston
Garden in the Celtics’ last sea-
son there is under way. It will
be 66 on Nov. 17, 31 years
older than the NBA’s next old-
est arena.
They will be moving to the
new Shawmut Center, going
up just next to the Garden. At
one spot, the walls of the old
and the new are just nine
inches apart. To get there, fans
will cross the same street in
the shadows of the same ele-
vated train tracks.
Planners are not ignoring
the past as they build for the
future.
Air conditioning, better
sightlines, escalators and lux-
ury seating will be added. The
banners, the parquet floor
with all its gaps and dead
spots, and the history will be
packed up and moved to the
new place.
The mystique of the Celtics
– the feeling that tradition and
some intangible force would
doom visitors to the Garden –




Boston Garden begins its last year of basketball
NEW YORK (AP) – The business of
baseball went on Thursday as if the
strike didn’t exist.
Three more players filed for free
agency and reliever Jeff Brantley
became the first free agent to sign
this offseason, returning to the
Cincinnati Reds for a $2.5 million,
two-year deal.
The Kansas City Royals declined to
exercise a $500,000 option on Gary
Gaetti, instead paying the third base-
man a $125,000 buyout.
The Texas Rangers decided to give
reliever Tom Henke a $1 million buy-
out rather than exercise a $4 million
option. The Rangers decided to give
infielder Manuel Lee a $200,000 buy-
out rather than exercise a $1.9 mil-
lion option.
Chicago White Sox pitcher Scott
Sanderson, Philadelphia infielder
Randy Ready and St. Louis first base-
man Gerald Perry all filed for free
agency Thursday, raising the total to
123 before Brantley signed.
Brantley, who filed for free agency
on Oct. 17, can make $3.5 million
over two years if he pitches in 50
games per season. The reliever, who
had a $500,000 base salary last sea-
son, earned an additional $1 million
in performance bonuses.
“The biggest thing was just being
able to have a deal like this and come
back to Cincinnati,’’ Brantley said. “...
I know in the free-agent market
you’re gambling a little bit, but I have
an idea what you’re looking at
money-wise. Once we got to that
point, I was very comfortable with
being there.’’ 
His new deal calls for $1 million
guaranteed in 1995 and $1.5 million
guaranteed in 1996. He can earn
$500,000 in performances bonuses
next season and $250,000 extra the
year.
Brantley became the fourth player
to sign a major contract since the
strike began Aug. 12. The Reds also
signed infielder Lenny Harris ($1 mil-
lion for two years) and outfielder
Thomas Howard ($1.15 million for
two years). Catcher Mark Parent
agreed to a $300,000 one-year con-
tract with Pittsburgh.
Free agents can talk contract terms
with their old clubs now, but can’t dis-
cuss money with other teams until
Sunday, the day after the filing period
ends. Twelve more players are eligi-
ble to file by Saturday’s deadline.
Baseball continues despite strike
National League
MVP voting
Valuable Player Award, with first-, sec-
ond- and third-place votes and total
points based on a 14-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-
1 basis:
Player 1st 2nd 3rd   Total 
Bagwell, Hou 28 – – 392 
Williams, SF – 11 5 201 
Alou, Mtl – 9 4 183 
Bonds, SF – 1 6 144 
Maddux, Atl – 5 2 133 
Piazza, LA – 1 2 121 
Gwynn, SD – 1 3 112 
McGriff, Atl – – 3 96 
Mitchell, Cin – – 2 86 
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Make Sure Your Family Plans Include STIX This Weekend!
Pool $1.50 – Bar & Pool Age 21; Never A Cover
Friday
Lunch
Lasagna (w/salad & veggie) $4.50
Soup/Sandwich Special (w/coffee or tea) $3.00
Free Soft Drink Refill w/Lunch or Dinner
Karaokee Friday & Saturday Night




–Located in our Banquet Facilities to assure quick service for only $6.95.
The men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
thank and congratulate the




Hope to see you
next year!
1st.  Sigma Kappa 
2nd.  Alpha Phi
3rd.  Alpha Sigma Tau
ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. photo editor
Freshman Mark Swinning prepares to throw the ball at practice
Thursday. Eastern will be facing Indiana State University at 1 p.m. at
O’Brien Stadium for Parents Weekend.  
DAVIE, Fla. (AP) – Drew Bledsoe’s
success with the pass stirred memories
of the past for Dan Marino.
“Reminiscing here, huh?’’ Marino
said with a smile.
Bledsoe is on pace to break Marino’s
one-season NFL record for passing
yardage. The two quarterbacks go
head-to-head Sunday when the Miami
Dolphins visit the New England
Patriots.
Through the first seven games of his
second pro season, Bledsoe has thrown
for 2,314 yards, which projects to a
total of 5,289 for the year. Marino
threw for a record 5,084 in 1984, his
second pro season.
“At the time while we were doing it, I
don’t think we even understood what
we were doing,’’ Marino said Thursday.
“We were just going out and having fun
and trying to win games. We were
throwing the ball at a pace like never
before.’’ 
Now Bledsoe is throwing more often,
averaging 46 passes per game, which
puts him on pace to break Warren
Moon’s NFL record for attempts.
Marino averaged 35 passes per game in
1984.
Another league record set by Marino
that year still stands – 48 touchdown
passes.
“There were games when it seemed
pretty easy,’’ he said. “There were times
when I could have picked two or three
guys to throw touchdowns to.’’
Marino’s targets included two young
receivers, Mark Clayton and Mark
Duper, along with veterans Nat Moore,
Bruce Hardy and Tony Nathan. Coach
Don Shula’s team averaged 32 points
per game and went 14-2.
“It was just because of the people we
had, with Duper and Clayton, and then
we had veteran guys who were excel-
lent, too,’’ Marino said. “We had excep-
tional personnel as far as our outside
people.’’
Marino remembers 1984 fondly not
only because of the record book, but
because the season ended with his only
Super Bowl appearance. San Francisco
won the NFL title by beating Miami 38-
16.
Like Bledsoe, Marino emerged quick-
ly at a position that usually requires
several years of grooming.
“Coach Shula put pressure on me
right away to be successful,’’ he said.
“He made me call all my own plays in
practice and in games when I was a
rookie in the exhibition season. It also
helped having guys like Nat Moore and
Bruce Hardy. If I didn’t get it straight,
they could help me in time to put on
the right play.’’
Through seven games in ‘84,
Marino’s statistics compare favorably
with Bledsoe’s current figures. Marino
averaged 9.8 yards per attempt, com-
pared with Bledsoe’s 7.1. Marino’s
touchdown-interception ratio was 20 to
four, compared with Bledsoe’s 14 to 11.
Nonetheless, Bledsoe could become
only the second quarterback to top
5,000 yards.
“Obviously you’d like to continue to
have the record,’’ Marino said. “Drew is
playing really well right now. He has
the potential to be a great quarterback
for a long time.’’
Bledsoe looks to break
NFL passing records
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) – Deion
Sanders gets the headlines. Jerry Rice
sets the records.
But the key to success for the 49ers is
still Steve Young, who quietly has led
San Francisco into its bye week with a
6-2 record and is by far the best quar-
terback in the NFL this season.
Young leads the league by completing
more than 70 percent of his passes, is
tops with an average gain of nearly
eight yards per attempt and trails only
Dan Marino in touchdown passes.
Young has 15, two fewer than Marino.
Young also leads the NFL with a
passer rating of 102.3 as he tries to top
a 100 rating for an unprecedented
fourth straight season. Next best is Troy
Aikman, far behind with a 94.8 rating.
Despite his remarkable statistics, and
the fact that he has accomplished them
behind an injury-depleted offensive line
that has allowed 21 sacks, Young has
been overshadowed by teammates and
opponents all season.
Young takes that as a compliment.
“I’m glad that’s the perception. I
think if you want to be the best player,
then playing great isn’t a surprise,” he
says.
49ers quietly being led
by Young’s throwing arm
CHICAGO (AP) – The Chicago
Cubs on Thursday added two San
Diego coaches to former Padres
manager Jim Riggleman’s new
staff.
Dan Bialas and Dan Radison
worked for Riggleman at San Diego
the past two seasons.
Bialas, 40, will be the Cubs’
bullpen coach, the same position he
held with the Padres. He spent 11
seasons as a manager in the St.
Louis Cardinals organization.
Radison, 44, hasn’t been given an
assignment. He managed in the
Cardinals, New York Mets and New
York Yankees farm systems. He also
manages in Australia.
Radison is a native of Columbia,
Ill., and a graduate of Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale.
Riggleman was hired last week to
replace Tom Trebelhorn, the Cubs’
11th manager since 1983.
Cubs hire two more
coaches for new staff
•• Frida • October 28, 1994 
. HAPPY 19th!! s~.~ Chinese Resta.u.ran~ 
. JULIE, 
HAVE A GREAT 
. BIRTHDAY!! 
YOUR BEST FRIEND, 
MEGAN 
. 
Reptiles • Bird's • Small A'1imals 
Salt & Fresh Water Fish · 
1500 Madison Ave.-Charleston 
• ~~ 15111 • . · MldisonStrael . 
'!.~ St 
• ~~ : tN P9bopkl 
Mandarine Cuisin~ 
DINE IN OR CARRYOUI 
All You Can Eat Buffet 
·Includes: Soup of the Day, 
Assorted Appetizers, Desserts 
and Main Entrees 
IT'S .. GOTTA 
.. 
Sigma Pi 
The men of Sigma Pi wish all families 
a safe and fun weekend! 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
Saturday 
l 1:00am-4:00pm 
Cookout at Springhaven for all member and fam.Wes. 
Sigma Kappa 
The women of Sigma Kappa hope that all 
families visiting this weekend 
have a wonderful time! 
Delta Sigma ~hi 
The men of Delta Sigma Phi welcome. 
All Eastern parents. 
GOTIA .·Bl 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Phi Sigma Sigma would like to wish All parents 
· an enjoyable weekend! 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
The women of Alpha Sigma Alpha wish everyone 
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Foe 












6"15 Monroe • North Side 
. Square • 348-8223 
Reservations Encouraged 
Carry-out Avaifable-
Sunday Ni nt Delivery 
... 
Weekend Hours 
8:00 a.m. • 1 ~ :00 p.m. 
r-E·R .THE PANTHER WIN . 











1y, October 29 
· 10:00am-12:30pm 
1ion Bookstore Lounge 
'ickup 11:00am-12:30pm 
Vending Lounge 
leo Buttons · 
lam- 1 :00pm/4:00pm-7 :OOpm 
>tball Game 
liana State l:OOpm 
lelight Dinner 1 
at the University Union 
Concert • 
Lantz Gymnasium 
v, October 30 
ts Club BruJch 
m at the Unisu• Urion--
' 
~lta Zeta 
:n of Delta Zeta hope that 
nts and families have a 
fantastic weekend! .. 
Alpha Sigma Tau 
Welcome Eastern Parents from the Ladies of 
Alpha Sigma Tau. 
Phi Delta Theta 
The men of Phi Delta Theta welcome 





lO:OOam Parents Club Meeting 
l 2:00pm Cook-out 
7:00pm Visit Local Watering Holes 
Sunday 
9 :00am Breakfast 
10:.00am Morning Auction 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha welcome 
all parents and families to Eastern. 
Alpha Phi 
The women of Alpha Phi hope aU 
parents have a great weekend! 
.Alpha ·G.amma Delta 
The women of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to wish 
all parents and famiUes a spectacular weekend! 
• 
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Cross County
Mall
• Shop in climate
controlled 
comfort
• 35 stores to 
serve you
• Gift certificates 
available in any 
denomination.  
Can be used in 
any store in the
mall.
• Location – 3/4 
mile west of
I-57, North 
side, 3rd stop 
light.
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) – Rashaan
Salaam wanted to leave Colorado
after his freshman season. He hated
school, missed his friends and family
in San Diego and was upset about his
lack of playing time.
“Right after the Fiesta Bowl, I
called my mom and said, `I’m coming
home,’” Salaam said.
But after talking to his parents,
Salaam changed his mind.
“We convinced him to stick it out,”
said his mother Khalada, who runs a
private elementary school in San
Diego. “He was very unhappy, but we
told him quitting wasn’t the answer.”
Staying in Boulder turned out to be a
great decision for Salaam and
Colorado.
Now a junior, the versatile tailback
is one of the leading contenders for the
Heisman Trophy. He leads the nation
in rushing, scoring and all-purpose
yards, and is one of the main reasons
the second-ranked Buffaloes are 7-0
going into Saturday’s showdown at
No. 3 Nebraska.
“He’s the best back in the country,”
said teammate Chris Hudson said.
“He reminds me of Eric Dickerson.”
Gone are Salaam’s wild freshman
days, when he spent most of his time
“hanging out and partying.” He
worked hard in the offseason to get in
the best condition of his life.
“He really accepted the challenge,”
coach Bill McCartney said. “Now he’s
capable of carrying 35 times a game.’’
Salaam said his attitude began to
change after his disappointing fresh-
man year. After a sensational high
school career in eight-man football, he
expected to step right in and become
an instant star at Colorado. When
that didn’t happen, he got so frustrat-
ed that he almost quit.
“I could see how disappointed
everyone was back home,” Salaam
said. “My friends were telling me how
stupid I was. I was throwing it all
away.”
It wasn’t the first time Salaam felt
that way.
When his mother forced him to
attend LaJolla Country Day, a posh
private high school 35 miles from
their home, Salaam rebelled.
Growing up in a black, inner-city
neighborhood, he experienced culture
shock upon entering a rich white
world.
“The first day I got there, I started
crying,” Salaam said. “I was begging
my mom to take me home.”
“He wasn’t used to all the opulence,
all those Mercedes and Jaguars,” his
mother said. “It was a completely new
environment for him.”
Salaam eventually adjusted – to
school and eight-man football, a
miniature version of the game played
by small schools on an 80-yard by 40-
yard field. He led LaJolla to three
straight league championships, and
finished his career with 4,965 yards
and 112 touchdowns.
Salaam finds home in Colorado football
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) – A bank
that had planned to invest about $9
million in Glen Taylor’s purchase of
the Minnesota Timberwolves is
only cutting its investment by
about half, not withdrawing from
the deal.
First Bank System had planned
to invest $9 million in the $88.5
million deal, Taylor said. But feder-
al regulations prohibit banks from
owning more than 5 percent of vot-
ing stock in nonbanking businesses.
Taylor said Wednesday that First
Bank had withdrawn, but on
Thursday issued a written state-
ment saying the bank would put up
the 5 percent, or about $4.3 million.
When it was originally believed
the full amount would be lost,
Taylor said it probably would not
hurt his purchase of the NBA team.
Taylor said he feels “pretty com-
fortable’’ that he can find investors
in Minnesota willing to put in a
minimum of $1 million each. He
said he’s had calls from potential
investors in the past whom he
turned away because at the time he
didn’t need additional participants.
Taylor said he had notified NBA
commissioner David Stern of First
Bank’s situation, since the bank
was included as a team owner when
the league ratified the deal. He said
Stern did not seem alarmed, nor
did he require that Taylor hold to
his original financing plan.
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) –
Andre Agassi rallied from a set
down for the second straight day to
beat fellow American Todd Martin
and reached the Stockholm Open
quarterfinals.
Agassi’s 6-7 (4-7), 6-4, 6-1 victory
on Thursday earned him a berth
against No. 2 seed Goran Ivanisevic
in the final eight at the Globe Arena.
Agassi won his last two matches
against the big-serving Croatian,
the 1992 Wimbledon final and the
semis in Vienna, Austria, last week-
end.
Agassi, who lost the first set 6-0
against Nicklas Kulti before coming
back to beat the Swede in three sets
in his opening match here, has won
14 straight matches since capturing
the U.S. Open in early September.
“I’m proud with the way I played
from start to finish,’’ said Agassi,
who also beat Martin in the U.S.
Open semis.
The first set went with service
and Martin won the tiebreaker 7-4
after Agassi netted an overhead.
The first service break didn’t
come until the ninth game of the
second set, when Agassi broke
Martin to lead 5-4.
“It was an important game,’’
Agassi said. “It gave me confidence
and brought down his level of play.’’
Martin, who served 19 aces but
also had 40 unforced errors, was bro-
ken again early in the decisive set as
Agassi jumped to a 2-0 lead.
Agassi, seeded No. 9 right behind
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50¢ Keystone Lt. cans
foosball & video games
7 pool tables
The hottest light 
& laser show around
1000 sq. ft. dance floor 
2 story bar
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(in Mattoon) is where it’s at.
Breakfast–Lunch–Dinner
Call for our Lunch & Dinner Specials or




Corner of 17th & Charleston, Mattoon
in the Douglas Tower
234-HATS
STOP!!
Don’t pack That Instrument Away!
Fun opportunities for 
NON MUSIC MAJORS!
Join Basketball Pep Band or 
Concert Band       Spring 1995
Basketball Pep Band meets 
Tues.  6:30-7:30 PM
Concert Band meets 
MW 4-5:45 for a Credit Hour 
For More Information
Call 581-2622 or Stop by 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Hi Cotton - “Russell”
Sweatshirts



















– The gruesome injuries have
healed, leaving only pink scars
on his chest and back. He no
longer has flashbacks to the
accident, making him confident
enough to stop seeing a sports
psychologist.
But there still are nights
when Bobby Hurley can’t
escape the memories of that
terrible December day on
which he was left fighting for
his life.
Hurley’s car crash occurred
last Dec. 12, after his Sac-
ramento Kings played the Los
Angeles Clippers. Last week-
end, the Kings were playing
the Clippers in a preseason
game in Davis, about 10 miles
west of Sacramento.
“I was more concerned about
getting back and forth to the
game than about the game
itself,’’ he said. “A friend drove
me. I made sure I didn’t have to
deal with that pressure.’’
Once in the game, Hurley
displayed the talent that led
the Kings to make him the sev-
enth overall pick in the 1993
NBA draft. He had 18 points,
seven assists and five re-
bounds, and hit both of his 3-
point shots.
It is on the basketball court,
the cocoon that always has
sheltered him from the outside
world, that Hurley is truly
rehabilitating from the crash.
He has recovered from
injuries that included five bro-
ken ribs, collapsed lungs, a sev-
ered windpipe and a fractured
shoulder blade.
But it has taken the cama-
raderie of teammates, and the
joy of playing, to regain his
emotional health.
“Basketball has always been
a way for me to express myself
and kind of put things in my
life to the side and feel free,’’ he
said at the start of training
camp.
“And that’s why I love bas-
ketball so much.’’ Hurley was
driving home after a loss to the
Clippers last December when a
station wagon broadsided his
vehicle on a country road near
Arco Arena in Sacramento.
NEW YORK (AP) – American sports avoided
a called third strike today when the NBA owners
and players reached a temporary agreement
that prevented the kind of labor stoppage that
halted baseball and hockey.
Both sides agreed to play the season under a
no-strike, no-lockout pledge while negotiating for
a new collective bargaining agreement, allowing
the season to start Nov. 4.
The players have been without a contract
since the end of last season.
“The 1994-95 season through and including
our finals will be played in their entirety,’’ com-
missioner David Stern said at a news confer-
ence.
“The integrity of the game is the victor here,’’
said Charles Grantham, head of the union. “It’s
clear we have a long way to go, a long hard nego-
tiation ahead of us.’’ As with the baseball strike
and the NHL lockout, the obstacle to a new NBA
collective bargaining agreement is a significant
one – the salary cap.
The league wants to close loopholes in cap
rules, while the players are trying to abolish the
cap, adopted in 1983, through lawsuits.
The union lost an antitrust suit against the
league challenging the salary cap, the college
draft and restricted free agency. The union
appealed, and both sides are awaiting a decision
by the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York. That appeal will continue.
“We need a fair system,’’ Stern said. “In our
case, the question is what’s a fair amount for the
players to have. That’s what we want to come up
with. If we do that, we don’t have to be caught
up on the label.’’ Grantham is clearly against a
cap, no matter what it is called.
“We think our players are uniquely talented
and we think their salaries should be commen-
surate with that without any restrictions,’’ he
said.
Complicating the issue was a suit filed by
David Wood of Golden State and Howard Eisley
of Minnesota charging that the salary cap had
been artficially reduced by $74 million. That suit
will be put on hold while negotiations continue.
Kings’ Hurley returns to court
NBA season will start on time
10B Friday, October 28, 1994 The Daily Eastern News
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would like to congratulate its
Fall 1994 Pledge Class:
Jill Benny Tracy  Huth
Laura Best Amy Kimble
Carolyn Blackman Peggy Klostermann
Megan Chipman Julie Lewis
Lisa Fontana Mario Merlano
Sherry Hartweg Amy Myler
Becky Head Debbie Thole
AIRPORT STEAKHOUSE
“Home of the Elephant Tenderloin”
Breakfast Anytime!
Weekend Dinner Specials
Fri: BBQ Ribs   $625
All You Can Eat 
Catfish        $595
Sat: 10oz Ribeye   $825
1/2 lb. Breaded
Shrimp       $625
Just off Rt. 16 in front of the Airport •••• 234 - 9433
••• Full Menu for 
Parent’s Weekend
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) – Big
Ten men’s basketball coaches
predicted a close battle for the
championship in the upcom-
ing season Thursday and
Michigan State’s Jud Heath-
cote said as many as nine
teams could contend for the
title.
Members of the media att-
ending the annual basketball
tipoff luncheon gave the nod
to Bob Knight’s Indiana
Hoosiers with Michigan fin-
ishing second in the voting,
followed by Wisconsin.
“There are nine legitimate
contenders. We have no team,
in my mind, that is head and
shoulders above anyone else,’’
Heathcote said, pointing out
that Ohio State and North-
western were the only teams
he ruled out as contenders.
Michigan’s Steve Fisher
was a little more cautious in
his assessment, saying he
thought six or seven teams
could battle for the title and
Minnesota’s Clem Haskins
thought that while Indiana
was the favorite, the confer-
ence has a lot of teams capa-
ble of producing a champi-
onship run.
Meanwhile, Knight deliv-
ered the biggest news of the
day when he said he didn’t
think sophomore Sherron
Wilkerson would be able to
play in the upcoming season.
Wilkerson is practicing as
he tries to recover from a frac-
ture in his left leg.
“I don’t think he’ll play.
Based on what I’ve seen, I
don’t see how he can play,’’
Knight said of the 6-foot-4
guard, who averaged about 17
minutes and 3.2 points in 28
games last season. “He has
not really responded well. It’s
a very tough, difficult break
that he had. ... Right now I
think we will redshirt him.’’
Indiana, which has three
returning starters in Alan
Henderson, Brian Evans and
Todd Lindeman, received 49 of
the 91 first-place votes cast by
the media. 
Michigan received 14 first-
place votes and trailed
Indiana by 105 points. Wis-
consin, coming off their first
NCAA tournament appear-
ance since 1947, received nine
first-place votes, and finished
third in the voting with 77
points.
A pre-season all-conference
team, as well as a pre-season
Player of the Year, were also
chosen. Michigan State’s
Shawn Respert, the confer-
ence’s top returning scorer,
was selected for the top player
award, with Wisconsin’s Mich-
ael Finley finishing second.
Joining them were Indiana’s
Alan Henderson, Minnesota’s
Voshon Lenard, and Wis-
consin’s Rashard Griffith.
Respert was the confer-
ence’s second leading scorer
with a 24.3 average and set a
conference record for most 3-
pointers made in a season
with 58.
“Shawn is working very
hard on his ball handling. He’s
not a great decision guy with
the ball. We always say, ‘When
in doubt, throw it at the bas-
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Cheese Only • Add toppings only 50¢ 348-5454
COACH EDDY'S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET  IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
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9 oz. & 11 oz. & 12 1/2 oz. 
TORONTO (AP) – The
NHL’s most influential player
and its most powerful player
agents painted a gloomy pic-
ture Thursday about the 4-
week-old lockout.
“Right now, neither side
wants to give in and that is
where we are at – a stale-
mate,’’ superstar center Wayne
Gretzky said.
“I think the way it (negotia-
tions) is going to get going is
people bending on each side
and I do not know who is going
to bend. Until some side gives
a little bit, we will have this
stalemate.’’
Gretzky, promoting a book
about his career, spoke as
approximately 40 player
agents gathered in a hotel a
few miles away to hear union
head Bob Goodenow update
them on negotiations.
“I believe that somewhere
along the line this thing will
be compromised out because
the damage to the game is
obvious,’’ said agent Tom
Reich, a Goodenow supporter.
“But the players will never roll
over to an unfair system.’’
Reich, who represents
Pittsburgh Penguins star
Mario Lemieux, said NHL
commissioner Gary Bettman
erred when he rejected the
players’ last proposal of a 7
percent tax on salaries and 3
percent tax on revenues.
“They were flabergasted
when it was viewed as a step
backwards,’’ Reich said. “For
the owners, it was a tactical
blunder. Making that proposal
made those (players) sick and
to have it rejected in that style
made them dig in even deep-
er.’’
Goodenow and Bettman
have met only once since Oct.
10 and no talks are planned.
Some players have orga-
nized a charity game on
Sunday in Sarnia, Ontario.
The union has scheduled a
three-day four-on-four tourna-
ment in mid-November in
Hamilton, Ontario.
Gretzky isn’t participating
in any of these events but he’s
yearning to play hockey. The
Los Angeles Kings tar has
decided to form an invitation-
only team to tour Europe the
first two weeks of December.
Gretzky, agents paint
gloomy picture for NHL
DALLAS (AP) – Seven
Dallas Stars fans have
sued the hockey team for
refunds of their season
tickets and parking passes
because of the NHL lock-
out.
The NHL season has
been delayed since owners
locked out the players. So
far, two of the Stars’ 41
home dates have been can-
celed.
The fans sued for their
refunds Wednesday in state
District Court, alleging
breach of contract and vio-




ignored. But we’re the ones
making it all possible,’’ said
plaintiff Steve Swenson,
who said he has about
$2,500 tied up in two sea-
son tickets and parking
passes.
The Stars on Monday
announced a ticket policy
that allows season-ticket
holders to get credit toward
tickets to future games or
toward the purchase of
team memorabilia. Refunds
are offered only for specific
games that have been can-
celled.
Team president Jim
Lites said more than 85
percent of season-ticket
holders who have respond-
ed so far don’t want
refunds.
Season-ticket holders
represent about 55 percent
of the Stars’ fan base, and
have purchased about
3,500 seats for the 1994-95
season, Lites said.
Dallas hockey fans sue
Stars for season refunds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) – The University of
Louisville approved a plan moving the school
to a new conference.
“That makes it official,’’ university presi-
dent Donald Swain said after Wednesday’s
action by the school’s athletic association
directors. “It isn’t the absolute sign-off, but
it’s the next-to-last step.’’ 
The conference initially could have 10
schools, with a heavy emphasis on current
members of the Great Midwest. Conference
competition in all sports except football could
begin next fall, with football starting in 1996,
Swain said.
He and the presidents of Cincinnati,
Memphis, Houston, Southern Mississippi and
Tulane will meet again during a convention
of NCAA presidents in Chicago the first
weekend in November.
Schools expected to be courted by the core
group are DePaul, Marquette, St. Louis and
Alabama-Birmingham, all members of the
Great Midwest, as are Cincinnati and
Memphis. 
Louisville, Southern Miss and Tulane are
members of the Metro Conference while
Houston is in the soon-to-be-defunct
Southwest Conference.
Louisville may join new conference
¤ See WIU Page 3B


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOURS200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON 1460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON 960 18TH ST. - CHARLESTON
Prices Effective
Friday, October 28 thru
Thursday, November 3, 1994 Open 6 am - 11 pmATM Debit Cards, Master, Visa, Discover Accepted
WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER EASTSIDE SUPER MARKET
55 YEARS OF CUSTOMER CARE
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•50% off Chains & Bracelets
•50% off 14kt Gold Earrings
•30% off Gold & Diamond Accent Jewelry
•40% off  Total-Weight Diamond Jewelry 
•30% off Diamond Earrings, Pendants, & Bracelets
•30-50% off  Gem Stones
•30% off  Sterling Silver & Bridge Jewelry
•25% off Better Watches
Shop Early And Save An Additional
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12 pieces of freshly baked 
bread with two types of cheese







' Statistic.s show country-western 
:music has a ·negative affect · 
on the economy 
\ 
'-... 
By J.A. WINDERS 
D. ramond Rio once crushed a small portion of a com-munity's economy with their own hands. covered the independent vendor who ran the stand was selling Diamond Rio 
FrldaY, October 28, 1994 
SUppleinent to 
The Daily EaAtm New8 
Section c • 8 pages 
! . 
. . 
On·lhe · •. 
oflh• 
0n damage Diamond Rio 
has done to the economy 
is much larger than Green 
' • • • 
pioneer. 
After a Green Bay, Wis., 
concert~ members of Dia-
mond Rio - the country 
band slated to play East-
ern's Parents' Weekend 
concert - were signing 
autographs .when they 
nqticed smearing and fad-
ing on several cassettes' 
cover art. 
Noticeable negative shifts and 
· Noticeable negative 
shifts and lackluster growth 
rates in economic indica-
tors - ranging from .gross 
national product to domes-
tic auto sales·:- have 
plagued Diamond Rio from 
the beginning of their four-
year career.· Since the 
group first hit the -charts irt 
Feb. 1991 with "Meet In the 
Middle," the nation's econo-
my has stagnated. 
lackluster growth rat~s 
in economic indicators ... have -
plagued Diamond Rio from ·the 
beginning of their four-year career. 
When the band asked 
where the tapes were counterfeit tapes. ... 
bought, fans pointed to a The band detained the 
small stand across th~ • _ young entrepreneur until 
·: i · street: 'Eliamond Rio ln\les->' the ·FBI arrived. 
· tigated the booth and dis~ · But the serious, hands-
• 
Bay. The band's stifling of 
the nation's economy 
extends far beyond a 
strong-armed infusion into 
the life of one black-market 
Note the changes in the 
nation's economic struc-
ture between the years 
1990 (a year without Dia-
mond Rio on the charts) 
and 1991 (a year with Dia-




emits 'bad vibes' 
.......... see page 3C 
Eastern's first 
president etched :1 
.. 
in stone? 
.......... see page 4C 
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.. 
• Univer~ity Theater pr~sents 
""The Bourgeois Gentleman" 
at 8 p.m. if) the Doudna Main-
stage in the DoUdna. Fme Arts 
Studio. 
• University Board Movies pre-
sents. "Shindler's List" at 7 
p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall. 
Admission is $1: 
• .. Benjy & 8.eebops" an 
oldies rock band, will be per· 
forming at .9 p.m. at.Broadway 
J~'s Sports Pub & Restaurant,. 
1412 Broadway, Mattoon. 
• "Dr. Wu," will be performing 
at 8 p.m. i:lt Ted'~ Warehouse, 
102 N. Sixth St. Admission is 
$1 with coupon. 
•The "Moonshine Guppies" 
will be performing at 9 :30 p.m. 
at Roe's, 410 Sixth. St. 
Saturday 
• Free continental brunch 
from 10 a.m . to noon in the 
Bookstore Lounge of the Martin 
~uther King Jr . University 
Union. 
• Candlelight buffet from 
4:30 p .m. fo 7 p .m. in the Uni-
versity Union. 
•Diamond Rio and Lee Roy 
Parnell. will b2 performing at 8 
p.m. in Lantz Gymnasiwn. -
• "The Bourgeois Gentle-
man" at 8 p.m. in the.Doudna,. 
Mainstage in the Doudna Fine 
Arts Studio. 
• "Smart Alice" will be per-
forming at 5 p.m. at Friends & 
Co., 509 Van Buren Ave . 
Admission is free. 
• "Clockwork Orange" will 
be performing at 8 p .m. at 
·Ted's. Warehouse. Admission is 
$1.with coupon. ....-. .• 
• .. Aunt Joan" • be per-
formirig' at 9 :30 p.m. at Roe's. 
. ~ 
• Parent's Chab Brunch fiom. 
10:30 a .m. to 1 p.m. in the · 
University Union. 
• "The Bourgeois Gentle-
man" from 2 p .m. in the Doud-
na Mainstage in the Doudna 
Fme Arts Studio., 
Monday through 
Friday 
• "Chaplin" ·and .. Guarding · · 
Tess" will be ptaying thrPllgh-
out the week tn · the video 
lounge in the University Union. 
Tuesday 
,I 
• Career Planning & Placement 
Cenfur presents "lntervfew-
lng: 0o1ng tt Rigbtl" from 2 
to 3 p.m. in the Oakland Room 
of the University Union. · 
Wednesday 
• Career Planning & Placement 
Center presents .. Computer-
ized Placement Services" 
from 2 to 3 p.m. in Room 027 
in Lumpkin Hall. 
Thursday 
At The Tarble Arts Center 
• The 1994 Art Faculty 
Exhibition will continue in the 
Main Galleries through Nov. 27. 
~Rent-A-Car. 
·$24 PER DAY 
w/100 Free mites 
__ "-Of Char.,ston ·-----......-;..;....;;..---~ 
Rt 16 & Rt. 130/18"' & Lincoln 
Deserted ·asylum le.aves. some 
suspicious of the unkriown 
. 
Story and Photos. · 
by NAT AµE G(>TT 
ive across the street)." 
Yet curiosity prevailed that· 
night when, armed w1th one 
"It's not real blood. flashlight, Smith and a group 
"If it was real it would have · of his friends ,ventured to the · 
turned black," ..fon Smith said, . asylum. 
as he . poinlSto-smears of red 
paint stained on a basement 
wall of AsPtmore Estates. 
We continued on our tour of 
the three-story building, step-
ping over broken glass , 
asbestos and fallen-down ceil-
ing J.iles. 
Ashmore Estates is an aban-
.doned poor farm/insane asy-
lull) that sits just a few miles 
outside of Charleston off Route 
16. The three story building, 
which was erected in 1914, 
was last occupied in 1985. 
The dogged-edged medical 
files on the basement floor and 
the vast supply of tools in the 
A lone chair sits in front of a 
broken window as afternoon 
sunshine lights up the once-
occupied poor farm . 
boiler room indicate that Paul "It was kind of a hokey 
and Barbara Swinford, the cou- thing - one member of our 
pie who owned Ashmore Es- group was kind of a goof-off 
tates when it was abandoned, and kept making noises to 
left in a hurry. scare us." 
However, Paul Swinford re- They explored the building, 
fused to comment about the fjnding broken glass mirrors 
building. '- and a medical file cabinet with 
Smith said just last year he patients' records splattered on 
saw syringes lying on counter the floor. 
calls a '"specialist" on spirits 
and mystical power~ went with 
him to explore the asylum ; 
thus ~ginning Smith's fear of 
the haunting sensation of the 
asylum. · 
Smith said he and a frie11d 
r~tUrn~ this year with the spe- / 
cialist. 
He said , the specialist began 
having "bad vibes" even before 
they .made it to the front door. 
But the group proceeded in the 
building, lasting only a few sec-
onds before the specialist want-
ed to leave. 
They returned a few days 
later, this time carrying two 
flashlights. They searched the 
basement. not daring to go 
upstairs becaus'e the specialist 
had 'bad vibes' about venturing 
upstairs. . 
Smith said when they C:ame 
into a room that adjoins what 
appears to be an office , the 
specialist stopped. 
"There is something bad in 
this spot," the specialist said 
according to Smith. "There is 
something not right here. " 
The specialist said he read 
that if there are spirits in a 
room or hovering above , a 
lighter will not light. The group 
tested the theory. 
tops, but explains high school "I remember citing some-
and college students who ven- thing on one of the medical 
ture to the asylum probably records that said "if you have to 
took them. . enter so-and-so's name's room 
While denying being an ex- to give her her medicine , tell 
pert on the building's history, her you are her mother, other-
Smith admits he has toured the wise she will viciously attack 
'They unsuccessfully tried to 
light the lighter. The specialist 
then took the lighter in his 
hands , held it for about 10 
minutes and then lit it. The 
lighter worked. 
Ashmore Estates, once a poor farrrv'insane asylum, now stands 
In a field of overgrown grass and broken glass. 
asylum many times. you.·" 
"We round it during· the day, Smith said he and his Smith said other strange 
things have happened when he 
has returned to the asylum. He 
once thought he heard laughter 
echoing from the third floor. 
And , he said whenever he 
enters the asylum the sky is · 
clear. 
"(The specialist) claims that 
if you look at an Ouija Board 
ou t there and put it in that 
room, you wouldn' t even have 
to tou ch the damn thing," 
Smith said. 
but we decided it would be a friends weren't so much scared 
bad idea to go during the day. as fascinated with their find-
We didn't want to cause a: ings. But it wasn ' t until this 
ruckus (with the residents wHo year when a friend, who Smith 
' I 
When he leaves , the wind 
picks up , the moon turns 
orange or the temperat-ure 
drops. "It would spin on its own. " 
Parents Weekend 
a 'treat' for 42nd year 
. ( 
BY DAVID PARKER 
Parents Weekend is an Eastern tradition. but is a tradition 
th.t has undergone several changes. 
In 1952. the first "mom and dad" celebration was limited to 
just one day. Beginning in 1962, the celebration was extended 
to a weekend-long spree of activities. 
Through the years, speaker.; such as Drew Pearson. a for-
mer Dallas Cowboy, Mike Wallace and entertainers such as 
Henry Mancini, Bob Hope and Bill Cosby have entertained 
CTOIA.ds. This year, country-western group Diamond Rio will be 
performing at 8 p.m. at Lantz Gymnasium. 
The campus has also endurad many changes. Since the first 
Parents Weekend Coleman~. Lantz Gymnasium, the Physi-
cal Plant and Lumpkin hall have been added. Even the student 
body has increase by more than 10,000, from 1,151 in 1952 
to 11,395 this year. 
Tilalla Wetzel, a secretary in the office of Stu:tent Activities, 
said the athletic department sets the date for Parents Weekend 
about one year in advance. 
But ~ with one year's notice, students have a difficult 
time making hotel arrangements for their parents. 
"It's my first time - it's hard to prepare," said Jeff Admund-
son, a sophomore. speech commurlications major. "My par-
ent's don't have a place to stay." 
Wetzel agreed that finding available lodging is probably the 
worst problem for sh.dents to prepare. 
"All the rooms in the area are filled from Oakland to Effing-
ham," Wetzel said. , 
David Milberg, director of student activtties, said most of the 
weekend activities are popular with students and parents, 
adding only 480 of the 4,100 tickets to Diamond Rio are still 
available. 
And Milbetg is alrea planning for next year's Parents 
Weekend concert. 
-
Six videos off er a haunting Fright Night 
For college students, Halloween isn't much differ-
ent than any regular day - we're too old to trick-or-
treat but too young to have to distribute candy to all 
the underage-costumed beggars. 
So wha~ is there for college student's to do this 
holiday weekend - especially since Halloween is on 
Monday and the bar-entry age Is 21? 
For those interested in legal activities, or simply 
quiet Halloween night at home may want to use the 
holiday as an excuse to go to the video store and 
check out some good, scary movies. 
The following are guaranteed to provide an 
evening full of frightful entertainment. 
.. Freaks" - In late 1931 , MGM was desperate 
for a film to combat Universal's monster hits like 
"Frankenstein" and "Dracula." The result was 
l 932's nightmarish tale (directed by "Dracula's" Tod 
Browning) of a circus midget, who falls in love with 
a beautiful trapeze performer, who in tum tries to 
kill him for his money. Betrayed, the circus freaks of 
the title - a human torso, a bearded woman and a 
pinhead among them - exact revenge on the "nor-
mal" humans. 
.. The Company of Wolves" · This grim 
retelling of "Llttle Red Riding Hood" directed by Neil 
Jordan ("The Crying Game" and the upcoming 
"Interview With The Vampire") is a rare, literate hor-
ror film. Angela Landsbury Is tbe eerily sweet grand-
mother whose narrative ties together the scenarios 
of her granddaughter's dreams of werefuotves. But 
the dreams twist with reality as the granddallghter 
reaches sexual maturity and explores the erotic fasq-
nation with the beast. 
lbe Evil Dead," "Evil Dead 2" · Part Three 
Stooges and part "Night of the Llving Dead," Sam 
Raimi's low-budget horror tales look like they were 
shot by a camera man on amphetamines. Although 
the plot (young people stranded in woods vs . 
demonically possessed) is thin, the energetic camera 
work. gory wackiness and writing almost on par 
with any of Ed Wood Jr. 's movies. make these 
movies well worth watching. Raimi also manages to 
sneak in more genuine scares than most convention-
al horror movies. 
"Ernest Scared Stupid" - Not really. Just see-
ing if you were paying attention. 
"Martin" - Martin is a vampire - at least he 
thinks he is - and a kinder, gentler vampire at that. 
This 1978 effort from George Romero revolves 
around a young man who drugs his female victims 
with sodium pentathol before drinking their blood 
and assures them, before they lapse into uncon-
sciousness, that they will feel no pain. "Martin" is 
fairly polished for its low-budget, and is genuinely 
unsettling, although it does feature comic relief in 
the form of a priest obsessed with watching "The 
Exorcist." 
.. Re-Anhnator" - The grotesque ta.le of a young 
medical student who attempts to give life to the dead 
is one of the better film adaptions of H.P. Lovecraft. 
Stuart Gordon directs this cinemati\ ~?n of "Her-
bert West, Reanimator" with an ~g, moody 
pace and some of the best gross-outs ever filmed. 
"'Sisters" - Brian De Palma at his Hitc.hcockian 
worst delivers films Like "Raising Caln." But at his 
best, De.Palma delivers films like "Sisters." Featuring 
a pre-Lois Lane Margot Kidder, Sisters" Is a fairly 
simple, yet terrifying, story of twins - one evil, one 
good. It's fast-paced, spectacularly filmed and (sur-
prisingly) well a<;ted. 
Lord:. Iiar.d .:as· stone· or just ~-softy? 
E~stern's 'first,_ presid~nt 
has histo~ of his own· 
Ron ~. a sophomore phiJOs-
ophy major. 
BY AMY.liFFREN 
Livingston ·c. Lord was not 
the first choice to be Eastern ' s 
1 pre:Sident. 
He was not even an immedi-
ate alternative. . 
Easte m's first president is, 
. · however, the Student Senate.'s 
choice candidate for a statue. 
The statue, if approved by the 
student body , would cost 
$80,000 and be covered by a 
$8 raise in student fees for the 
1995-1996 academic year. 
Yet the proposed idea of a 
statue has not been popular 
among many Eastern students. 
· ·'It's going to be a rechnologi-
cal monstrt:>sity amidst a lovely 
patch of trees and grass," said 
"The university should allot 
the ir o wn resources more 
responsibly. They shouldn't go 
around taking my and other stu-
dents money for their over-glori-
fied sense of vanity," he added. 
8t1t the opinions of former 
Eastern students differ. 
"I think it . would be very 
, appropriate to have a statue o} 
\him,,. said B ien Perry from the 
class of 1942. ':.Me was first and. 
fore most a teacher, but a lso a 
verY dignified administrator. 
''He was a. person that every-
. one looked up to , and he 
dressed immaculately all the 








get a movie 
ortWo. 
I 
The first ~choice for president, Nonnal School in ~ and sb'ict rules In sh.dent conduct. 
Samuel M. Inglis', was selected the Milwaukee T~ c.ollege. · While now a ~ occur-
by the trustee~ 9 n April 12, I. He de.dined all offers and ance, students weren t ?"owed 
1898. But Inglis died while on moved into his ~eston home to smoke on cam_pus while Lord 
vacation on June 1 the same with wife, ~ary E. Lord, at 838 was president dtoing the last .few 
Seventh Street. The couple years of the 1890s and well mto year~ Charles Ntgeld, who was oogan living off of Lord's salary the 1900s. He s_ai.d walk~ng 
Illinois governor at the tirpe, was · of $3 500, which was later along the street~~ was Just 
under pressure to hire an Illinois increased to $7,500. as uncou~ as~~ the 
man for president. Finally, after 10 years under street eating a piece of pie. 
Henry A. Neal, secretary of Lorc:l 's rule, Eastern was one of Lord ':,ventually,, became 
the Board of Trustees was in the top 10 Normal Schools, and known as Dr. Lord, although 
charge of selecfing th~ candi- he was known for h~ ability. to he received o~ly two years of 
dates. After reviewing four llli- choose teachers of high quality. fo~m.al education at the New 
nois men, Neal found Lord, who He was ~ kno~ fo_r ,institut- Bn~n ~ormaJ Sch~! in C?n-
was the head of Moorhead Nor- ing what 1s now llhnms oldest necticut. But ™: considered ~­
ma I School in Minnesota, female dorm. self to be an avid reader and vir-
impressive and dubbed him the The idea of building a wo- tually self-educated. . 
favored candidate. men 's dormitory , Pemberton A few weeks before his 
Despite the Governor's -wish Hall, was Partly the brain work death ~. 1933, lord ~ to the 
for an lllinois man. Lord was of Lord. This idea was contro- school, If .1 had only ei.ght words 
elected president by unanimovs · versial since none ?f t~~ other to lea~ with you they would ~ 
vote o f the board. During this state colleges or un1verstties had these: Tell th~ t:!11th and don t 
time Lord was offered the presi· an all-female dormitory. (do not) be afraid. 
den~y at a number of schools, Pemt>erto!1 Hall was no~ th~ If I couJ~ have ei~ht!more I 
including the Los Angeles State only "radical change Lord ms~- wol..lld. say, :.4ot who ts nght, but 














GOTTA. GOTTA • 
Musician ·hits 
the p~vement 
BY JEFF MANNS 
Lee Roy Parnell "is a road dog." 
All ( ever wanted to do was be one 
of the guys in the bahd .:.. play•guitar 
and ride around on a bus," Parnell said 
in the June edition of, "Guitar Pl3yer." 
"That's the only reas_pn I make 
records and videos and appear on 1V 
shoVJS." .. 
' Parnell, a countty-music singer from 
Texas,' will be Saturday's opening act 
for Diamond Ri0. 
~II was 6-years-old when he 
first penormed in front of an audience. 
1-Le sang the classic "San Antonio 
Rose" with country singer Bob Mills 
on WBAP radio in Fort Worth, Texas. 
By age 19~ Parnell became one of 
Kinky Freidman 's Texas Jewboys. 
Through6ut his career, he has per-
formed with singers such as Marty Stu-
art and Bonnie Raitt. 
"He comes across so forcefully 
live, " said Parnell's publicist Chuck 
Aly. "He lives for mus.ic and lives for 
live." 
Aly said Parnell is working on a 
new album to be re leased in the 
spring. His first album was self-titled 
and released in April of 1990. 
"In each album, he is writing a little 
more," Aly added. 
Parnell's most recent a lbum "On 
The Road," contains the song ·Tm 
Holding My Own,"' which is a No. 1 
hit on '' Radio & Records" sing les 
chart. 
Aly said that Parnell performed the 
l1it "On The Road .. at this year's 
Country Music Awards. Also, on Mary 
Chapin Carpe; :f -zr·s recent album. Par-
nell performed a guitar solo. 
·· 1 wish they would cut him loose on 
his album.'· said Aly. · 
Parnell has been nominated for the 
Horizon Award which is given by the 
Country Music Association. Aly said 
that this award i given to the artist 
. that is ··coming over the horizon. ·· 
This means the artist that has 
advanced the most with their career. 
on the charts and in record sales. 
Aly said that Parnell i3 very excited 
about perfprming for Diamond Rio 
and enjoys performing in front of large 
crowds. 
And, according to an article in .. Gui-
tar Player" the guitar, for Parnell has 
been a vehicle to personal freedom. 
·Tm not doing this ,Pecause of 
fame,·· Parnell said. 'Tm aRven by that 
primal need that I had when 1 picked 
up a guitar in the very beginning.·· 
~ Rio _____ _ 
.• from 1:'age 1 C 
mond Rio on the ch~): 
• The number of people 
living below the poverty 
level incr~. by more 
than 2.1 million individuals. 
• Gross domestic. product 
growth stalled by. $116.~ 
billion (growth between . 
·1989 and 1990 = $269.8 
billion, between 1990 and 
Diamond Rio = $153.7 bil-
lion}. 
• The per capita personal 
lriferior. Normal goods are 
what consumers. purchase 
during posit:We economic 
times. Inferior.goods are 
what coosumers·puichase 
when times are tough.· 
. "When you call it an in-
ferior good, weU," Weber 
paused, then laughed, "a 
lot of country music fans 
might be upset by that. " 
However upset they 
may be, the trend extends 
be-yond -the bounds. of Dia-
,,,. . . 
personally don.'t like coun-
try music. ~ut what you are'say.-
ing, then·, is that co1tntry music 
is an inferior good." 
income growth percentage 
was cut nearly in half. 
• New housing starts 
dropped by 17;000. 
• The percent increase in 
the median family income 
dipped to its smallest 
change in over a decade. 
• Mothers participqting in 
the work force dropped in 
two of three categories. 
• Work stoppages (strikes. 
walk-outs, etc.} occurred at 
four more companies 
resulting in 207,000 addi-
tional laborer5 being out of 
work. 
• Unemployment. rose by 
.2 percent. 
• Domestic motor vehicle 
sales dropped by more 
than 800.000 vehicles. 
Is it simple chance that 
the chart dawning of this 
group who has been nam-
ed ·v ocal Group of the 
Year .. three consecutive 
years by the Country Music 
A ·sociation just happened 
to coincide with the genesis 
of a national economic 
slowdown? 
··1 personally dorrt like 
country music." said Will-
iam Weber of Eastem's ec-
onomics department. "But 
what you are saying then is 
that country music is an in-
ferior good ... 
Weber explained that 
economists speak of an 
economy built upon two 
types of goods, normal and 
- William Weber 
. Professor of Economics 
mond Rio and indicts coun-
try. music as a whole. Since 
1982, any year which end-
ed with more than five 
country music albums in 
the Billbbard Top 40 f ea-
tured a sluggish U.S . econ-
omy. 
Diamond Rio· s breakout 
year, 1991 , was highlight-
ed by the most sluggish 
U.S . economic recov~ry 
period. 
"The stock market is of-
ten used as an indicator," 
· Weber said explaining the· 
Diamond Rio theory's 
place in the world of eco-
nomic study, ··and it has 
predicted none of the last 
two recessions. But this 
theory most likely do~n't 
have enough to be a solid 
economic indicator . .. 
To some extent. Weber 
believes the Diamond Rio 
theory of economics 1s 
what he def in es as a lag-
ging economic indicator. 
Of the three indicator 
types - leading, concurrent 
and lagging - the lagging i 
a hindsight conformation 
that a recession or down 
period of the economy. 
"What this indicator 
basically says is that you've 
driven people into the 
blues. You've forced them 
there," he explained. 
·· And they· re so 
depressed that they listen 
to country music." 
Man wins messiest off ice contest 
CLAREMONT, Calif. (AP) -
When Clive Miller heard that a 
magazine was looking for the 
messiest home office in America, 
he thought he had the contest in 
the bag. There was 6nly one 
problem. 
"l called the magazine and they 
sent me a copy that explained the 
contest,, . he said. ··But of course 1 
put it in here somewhere and 
couldn't find it after a while.·· 
Eventually Miller found the 
contest rules and entered. The 
rest is for the books. 
The 56-year-old writer and for-
me r professor of literature a t 
Stanford University won the dubi-
ous distinction from Home Office 
Computing magazine. beating out 
hundreds o f entries. 
"I don't know whether to feel 
elation or shame at what I've 
done. ·· Miller said. 
I 
AoomONAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL EASTERN STU-
DENTS, ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY & FAMILIES 
No other dis· 
counts apply ~~ FREE ADJUSTMENTS 
PHONE 235--W "'100 -
•CROSS COUNTY MALI:.• MATTOON,IL 
m:I ... Id I . Dr. Bob E~erda,o.o 




Friday 4 · I 0 
~2-10 
Sunday 4 · 9 
Parents Weekend Specials: 
Fri. - Char Broiled $ I o9s 
-Pork Chops 
Sat. - 8 oz. Prime Rib $I 0 95 
Sun. - 6 oz. Prime Rib $898 
All entrees include Dinner Salad, 
Choice of Potato, 
and Dinner Rolls 
"Brina Your Polka Out And Enjoy A 
Great Meal!" 
700 E. Broadway .. Mattoon 234 .... 7337 
~fll\!ll'd 111 I 1 1 I 11(~)1 ,1 II 
r---------------------, 
: MEDIUM ONLY : 




















LOW COST AUTO INSUR-
ANCE! Contact BILL HALL at
LELAND HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln 345-7023.
______________________11/1
DATA ENTRY! 30 OPENINGS!!
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK
THROUGH CHRISTMAS
BREAK. WE ARE LOOKING
FOR DEPENDABLE PEOPLE
WHO POSSESS EXCELLENT
DATA ENTRY SKILLS. PART-
TIME POSITIONS IN MATTOON,
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY,
4:00-8:00PM. POSITION
BEGINS TUESDAY, NOV. 1.
CALL TODAY FOR AN INTER-
VIEW. STARTING PAY $5.50
WITH OPPORTUNITY TO GO
UP TO $6.00 AFTER TRAINING.
235-2299/345-2211 INTERIM
PERSONNEL. EOE/MF. LOCAL-
LY OWNED AND OPERATED,
NEVER A FEE.
______________________10/28
$363.60. Sell 72 funny T-shirts-
profit $363.60. Risk-free. Choose
from 19 designs. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4250
_______________ca 9/2,6,9,12,
Stuffers needed for the daily
Eastern News Hours 1-3am.
Apply at BB 127, or call Rich 348-
7915.
______________________10/28
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMO-
SPHERE, PAID TRAINING,
GREAT PAY, LEARN A SKILL





CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-
Tour companies. World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.). Seasonal and Full employ-
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
cal l  1-206-634-0468 ext .
C57382.
______________________10/28
Apps now being accepted for our
activities, habilitation and dietary
dept. FT and PT, all shifts avail-
able. FT hab. starts at $5.30 w/
increase to $5.50 after 90 days
(insurance pkg. and other bene-
fits, also). Why work for minimum
when you can work for us? Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. Il, 61920.
E.O.E.
_______________________12/9




AND WOMEN. NO EXPERI-
ENCE NECESSARY. CALL
(601) 799-1362, EXT. 5172,
24HRS.
_____________________11/11
NATIONAL PARK JOBS- OVER
25,000 OPENINGS! (INCLUD-
ING HOTEL STAFF, TOUR
GUIDES, ETC.) BENEFITS &
BONUSES! APPLY NOW FOR




needed. Everyday 5:00-Close at




NEEDS STUFFERS. WORK A
FEW DAYS A WEEK STUFF-
ING THE DAILY EASTERN
NEW. HOURS ARE 1AM-3AM.
IF INTERESTED CALL RICH
348-7915, APPLY AT RM 127
IN BUZZARD.
_____________________10/28
AVAILABLE NOW; FT JANITO-
RIAL POSITION W/ GREAT
BENEFITS AND INSURANCE
PKG. ALSO FT AND PT POSI-
TIONS IN HOUSEKEEPING
AND LAUNDRY. APPLY AT 738
18TH STREET, CHAS, IL,
61920. EOE.
______________________12/9
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A
REWARDING JOB THAT ALSO
PROVIDES EXCELLENT
EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING?
WE CAN HELP YOU BUILD
YOUR FUTURE, PT EVENING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT A
SMALL GROUP HOME. PRIME
OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL
HUMAN SERVICE MAJORS.
APPLY AT 1701 18TH ST. 345-
4224.
_____________________10/28
ARE YOU AN ORGANIZER?
LIKE TO GET PEOPLE
TOGETHER? MAKE $$$, GAIN
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPE-
RIENCE AND EARN FREE
TRAVEL BY MARKETING OUR
SPRING BREAK PACKAGES.





TO PROMOTE SPRING BREAK
‘95. EARN SUBSTANTIAL




Bartenders Wanted! Club Illini
1410 Broadway, Mattoon, Il.
_______________________11/2
Loving Couple wishes to give
your baby a lifetime of happiness
and dreams come true. Call us
anytime, Deb & Jim 1(800)708-
8648.
______________________10/31
Frank and Suzanne, a loving cou-
ple of an adopted child, are look-
ing to find a little brother of sister.
Parents are well educated, finan-
cially secure, with great friends
and big families. We live in a
quaint village with a very good
school system and have a loving
comfortable home. Can help with
medical expenses. Call our
lawyer collect. KIRSTEN
CROUSE BAYS (217) 345-6099.
______________________10/31
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING ‘95. 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT 7 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. $300 A MONTH OBO.
345-3208. LEAVE MESSAGE.
______________________11/4
Female Sublessor needed Sp.
‘95. If interested call 348-7532.
_____________________10/28
Spacious one bedroom fur-
nished apartment to sublease
for spring semester. Call 345-
2363.
_____________________10/28
Sublessor needed for Spring
semester. 1 bedroom apt 1 1/2
blocks from campus. 345-2367.
______________________11/1
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95
$190/month; heat, water, trash
included. Located on the
square. Call 345-6431.
_____________________10/31
Female sublessor needed for
spring semester. Park Place Apts.
Close to campus, Own room. If
interested call Debbie or Beth at
345-5670.
_______________________11/4
Sublease a 1 bedroom apt.







LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOME FOR 2,3,OR 4 PEOPLE
IN WOODED LOCATION.
AVAILABLE NOW, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 345-2363.
______________________11/2
Roommates wanted $160 a










DENTS! Spacious 2 Bedroom
apartment available in January
call 345-6559.
_______________________11/4
Costume adult rentals, children’s




Complete system including print-
er only $500. Call Chris at 800-
289-5685.
_______________________12/2
Super single waterbed, book-
case- headboard six drawers new
heater and mattress. $120 345-
3789.
______________________10/27
Ibanez guitar with DiMarzio pick-
ups $225. Nady wireless system
for guitar $175.00. 345-7969.
______________________10/27
Dorm size refrigerator, brown,
$45.00. Call 348-5871.
______________________10/31
3 Month old Black Lab Puppy,
AKC registered $175 or best
offer. Call Mark 345-5788.
______________________10/28
The Daily Eastern
News cannot be respon-
sible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immedi-
ately at 581-2812. A cor-
rected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertis-
ing MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled AFTER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with estab-
lished credit may be
billed.
All Advertising sub-
mitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or can-
celed at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liabili-





















KAPPA ALPHA PI halloween party will be at 11 p.m. tonight at the
Kappa House.
NSSLHA OPEN HOUSE will be from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday in
the EIU Speech language hearing clinic.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses will be at 5 p.m.
on Saturday in Buzzard Auditorium and 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. in
Buzzard Auditorium.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir bowling party will be at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Bowling Alley in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP sunday worship service will
be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday at the Christian Campus House.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL service committee will meet at 6 p.m.
tonight in the Walkway in the martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
LIGHTHOUSE, SPONSORED BY the Wesley Foundation will be
open from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
CAFÉ TONÉ COFFEE house will be open form 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday in the Basement of the Wesley foundation.
WESLEY FOUNDATION SUNDAY “Cent” Supper at 5 p.m. Sunday
at the Wesley Foundation
CAMPUS CLIPS
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be























WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News SportsCenter             Trick or Treason Love Connection       
NBC News Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune NHL Hockey Canterville Ghost Jeffersons
Wheel of Fortune Diagnosis Murder Family Matters Murder, She Wrote Movie:  
Cops Boy Meets World
Unsolved Myst. Under Suspicion Step by Step Movie:Uncle Buck
Mr. Cooper
Dateline NBC Picket Fences 20/20 Postgame News
Off-Road Racing
Homicide: Life on News News Movie:  Night Court
The Street David (10:35) Married . . .(10:35) SportsCenter Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women Roseanne Beyond 2000 Lamb Chop ...Boss? (6:05)
Designing Women Roseanne Next Step Reading Rainbow ...Boss? (6:35)
Washington Week Barbara Walters Tales from the Crypt Wild West Ghostwriter Movie:Teachers
Wall St. Week Tales from the Crypt
Health for Herself Movie: The People X-files Wings St. Elsewhere
Across the Lake
Campaign ‘94 Star Trek: The Secrets of the Deep News Movie:Summer of
Religion and Politics Next Generation America/Wholey ‘42
Being Served? Cops Wild West Sneak Previews













WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News College Football Wings Saved by the Bell
NBC News M*A*S*H Wheel of Fortune Wings Instant Riches
Wheel of Fortune Dr. Quinn, Medicine    Movie: Double, Double Movie:Fright Night 2 Columbo 
Hoosier Million.. Woman Toll...
Comedy Hall of Mrs. Buchanans
Fame Hearts Afire
Halloween! Commish College Football Weird Science News
Scoreboard Duckman
Sisters News News Movie:Halloween Night Court
Current Affair The Road SportsCenter Movie: 
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Lawrence Welk Movie:She Devil Star Trek: Next World of Discovery Growing Old in a WCW Wrestling Cont.
Generation New Age
I’ll Fly Away America’s Most Wanted Execution Protocol Women and Social Movie:Chisum
Action Git You Sucka
Movie:Love at Name of Love The Civil War
First Bite Girls Night Out
Simpsons Justice Files Movie:Rio Lovo
Oooh La La Simpsons
Waiting for God Unsolved Myst. From the Crypt Execution Protocol













WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
Angels II:Beyond  60 Minutes Funniest Videos NFL Primetime The Road
the Light  On Our Own Weird Science
Chicago Hope Lois & Clark Senior Golf Movie:A Case for Highlander
Murder
Movie:The Addams Movie:Without Movie:Against their 
Family Warning Will:Women in Prison Portraits of Courage
Silk Stalkings News
Rug Rage Replay (9:40)
News News News SportsCenter Silk Stalkings Night Court
Inside Etmt. Crusaders Lifestyles...
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
Ghostwriter Movie cont. Simpsons Nature of Things Here’s to Your Health Movie: Perry 
Simpsons Health Chronicles Mason
Lamb Chop in the Movie:Lisa Simpsons Wildlife Firing Line
Haunted Studio Simpson In Care of Nature John McLaughlin
Masterpiece Theater Married... Great National Parks McLaughlin Group National Geo. 
George Carlin of Austraila EIU Connection Explorer
Anne Rice:Birth of Babylon 5 Wild Austraila Lynch’s Colloquium
All Creatures Great  and Small the Vampire
Clapprood Live Kung Fu: The Legend Wildlife Joseph Campbelll and Network Earth
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Girls 10 speed bike $50 lock includ-
ed. Call Jane 581-6208.
________________________11/3
‘85 Olds Cutlass, good condition
$1800 OBO. Call Tim 345-1358.
________________________11/4
‘85 Buick Century limited. 3.8 liter $
many options $2195. Call 348-
2150.
_______________________10/31
A TANDY 1000 COMPUTER
G40K COLOR MONITOR AND
DOT MATRIX PRINTER. 5 1/4
INCH DRIVE. $400 OR BEST
OFFER. CALL AFTER 5:00. 345-
1224.
________________________10/3
Mid-sized microwave over for sale.
One touch cooking, like new. $100
obo. Call Matt #2494.
_______________________10/31
DELUX WEDGE BLACK TRUCK
TOPPER FITS SHORT BEDS,
SMALL TRUCKS, NEW $800
ASKING $200. 345-6142. LEAVE
MESSAGE.
_______________________10/28
‘89 VW Fox Sta. Wag. new tires &
battery, babied by LOL faculty
member. $2950 OBO. 581-2323 or
348-8088.
______________________11/4
NOTEBOOK FOUND ON 2ND
FLOOR BUZZARD BLDG. COME
TO 127 BUZZARD TO CLAIM.
_______________________10/28
FOUND: Women’s prescription eye
glasses. Found in ladies restroom
in Blair Hall. Go to Rm. 209 to
claim.
_______________________10/31
LOST: White /orange kitten, blue
collar. REWARD! Call 345-6697.
_______________________10/31
MALE CAT FOUND AT 9TH
STREET. APPROXIMATELY 6




FOUND: One ladies purple wallet
outside Thomas Hall. Identify at
Thomas Hall Front desk.
________________________11/1
Rugby, Rugby, Rugby, get your
money in for FORMAL! $10 if
your going solo. $15 if your lucky
and find a date. Live farm animals
all night long! Disco inferno.
______________________10/28
Party Headquarters is  at
GRAND BALL COSTUMES &
MORE! New location: 609 6th
from 10am-9pm M-F, 10-5 Sat.
Over 4,000 costumes for rent,
plus accessories, props, wigs,
makeup, magic, and juggling
supplies, novelties and party
goods.  Cal l  345-2617-
Charlestons Place for fun!
_____________________10/31
C H A R A C T E R G R A M S -
Musical/comedy, characters for
all occasions. Police woman,





AND JAMAICA FROM $299.
AIR,  HOTEL, TRANSFERS,
PARTIES AND MORE.
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP-










Large  Studio Apt .  Uptown,




DO YOU NEED HELP WITH
EXTRA ENERGY OR WEIGHT
LOSS? CALL CATHY AT 728-
4070,  100% NATURAL




Blackberry Brandy Shot $1.00,
But ter  Nipple $1.50,  Jack
Daniels $2.00. New Shooter
Bar.
_____________________10/28
SALE AT JUST SPENCE’S,
1148 6TH STREET. JUST IN
TIME FOR HALLOWEEN. WE





ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS
ARE BLUE IF YOU NEED A
DATE FOR RUGBY FORMAL
CALL SUE! 581-BABE.
_____________________10/28
LAMBDA CHI FLAG FOOT-
BALL: Go get’em in Phi-Esta
Bowl! Love, Jen and Bridget.
_____________________10/28
NICOLE HOLLAND: Do you
know what today is ??? Six day
t i l  your bir thday! Good luck.
Love, Me.
_____________________10/28
Good luck Mrs. Kane at chicken
fights Saturday. Crazy Rugby
Parent!
_____________________10/28
ALPHA SIGMA TAU- ALPHA
ETA’S: Just think you’re almost
done. Let’s start off on a good
foot Monday. I am truly proud of
you. Tau Love, Amy Collins.
_____________________10/28
Pool Tournament Sunday Oct.
30th, Club Illini 1410 Broadway,
Mattoon, Il. All entries paid out.
Join us for fun!
_____________________10/28
#6 reason to transfer from EIU-
25 year-olds have only three
years left at Southern.
_____________________10/28
WELCOME HOME FROM ILLI-
NOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSI-
TY. HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY-
NO.2 SON,,  SIMON JOHN
CRAWFORD. MUCH LOVE
FROM MOM, DAD, MARC,
PUCK, OTHELLO, AND GHOST
OF STREAK.
_____________________10/28
ALPHA PHI SOCCER AND
WHIFFLEBALL TEAMS: CON-
GRATS ON COMING IN FIRST
IN INTRAMURALS. LOVE, LIZ.
_____________________10/28
MIKE and PACO: Thanks for
tak ing the t ime to coach us
again this year. We had a blast!
Love the Alpha Phi  Sof tbal l
Team.
______________________10/28
Jenny Schneff- Happy 19th
Birthday, Kiddo! It’s about time !
Have fun this weekend! AGD
love, Angela and Brandon.
______________________10/28
EIU STUDENTS AND PAR-
ENTS- COME ENJOY
GRILLED BAGELS AND TOP-
PINGS AND SUPPORT CMAA.
10PM-2PM FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY. CORNER OF 4TH
AND LINCOLN. $1.50.
____________________10/28
CHRISTINE- Thanks for every-
thing. You have a great Mom.
Good luck with Morris.
____________________10/28
JULIE ROBBINS: You’re the
best mom anyone could have, I
had a great  t ime wi th  you.
Love, Jason.
____________________10/28
TODD AND JAY: LET’S SEE
WHAT THE BIG AND LITTLE
BROTHER HAVE TO OFFER
AT LAMBDA CHI BARN-
DANCE. TAU LOVE, CARRIE
AND ANGIE. P.S. IF YOU’RE
FUN WE MIGHT TAKE YOU TO
FORMAL!
____________________10/28
THE LADIES OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA WELCOMES ALL PAR-
ENTS. HAVE A GREAT WEEK-
END.
_______________________10/28
The ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta






FOR SALE ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
On the Verge of the Weekend October 28, 1994 7C
Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only)___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day
*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi-
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All




Dates to run _______________________
Message: (one word per line)
______ ______ ______ ______ ______





SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
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TO SOMEONE WHO 
REALLY KNOWS 
WHAT TO DO 




















HAS IT BEEN 
2 YEARS 
ALREADY? 








SJ"EPPED ON A 
NAILi 
STEELE 















Two Fall Car- icement cere-
monies will bc- o on Saturday, 
December 1 C 1 4 . in Lantz 
Gymnasium • rst ceremony 
begins at 10 • v1th the lollow-
1ng colleges 1 •a ting during 
this ceremon . 1duate School. 
College of A· 1d Humanities. 
and College - 1ences. At the 2 
p m ceremor udents lrom the 
colleges of E !lion and Pro-
less1onal Studio . the School ol 
Adult and Conttnu1ng Education. 
and Lumpkin College of Business 
and Applied Sciences will gradu-
ate. 
An informational Commencement 
Guide and CBI? and gown ordflr 
form 1s being sent to all students 
who have applied for fall gradua-
tion. Extra Commencement 
Gulde coples'Jor faculty, stalf, 
and paren1s will be available in 
the wall rack by the Sugar Shack 
or the Commencement Office al 
Under House. 
Deadline tor Qrdering regalia Is 
Friday, November 11. Any gradu-
ate who misses the deadline 
should contact the Commence-
ment Office. giving his/her 
weight, and cap size. Jhis Infor-
mation wlll 9e forwarded 10 Colle-
g I ate Cap & Gown and will 
enable him/her to participate In 
the ceremony. 
A deadtlne of November 23 has 
been established for graduatlon 
candidates to contact the Com-
mencement Office indicating. you 
Intent to par11c1pate in !he cere-
mony II you are contemplaling 
par11c1pa1ton 1n Fall Commence-
ment. see the dean ot the college 
to request permission to ·March 
by Except nallty" prior 10 the 
November 23 deadline~ Your 
name m il nor be printed in the 
comm~nct!ment program 
All lacu11y arc encouraged to par-
t1c1pa1e in th& ceremonies Any 
faculty member needing to rent 
regalia should contact the Com-
mencemen 1 Office to place an 
order prior 10 the November 11 
deadltne 
A 24-hour recorded instruct1onal 
message IS available to gradu-
ates by calilng 581 -6892. 
Char Anderson 




The deadline ror dropping a ciass 
or withdrawing tram the Universi-
ty Is TUESIMY, NOVEMBER 8. 
The student ~Ill receive either a 
"Vt/P" or a "Vt/P' at Iha discretion 
of the Instructor of the class. 
Be sure to call In on the Touch-
Tone System at least 15 minutes 
before closing time. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
PERKIN5""DSL 
BORROWERS 
II you are graduating or do not 
LUNCH SPECIALS 
•Tuna Salaa Sandwich 
on croleaant with cup 
of eoup or ealaa 
•Mushroom and chee~ 
omelette muffin and 
choice of fru~ or &alad 
•Fleh with r11aQU'Onl and 
dlee6e coleslaw and rolt 
l'?l\°MH 




409 7th St.• 345-74 
plan to be at least a half-time slu-
dent at EIU next semester, it is 
mandatory to complete an exit 
interview Failure to do so will 
result 1n a COMPLETE HOLD 
being placed on y,our University 
record 
Interviews will be held 1n the Cot-
lectton Office. South side Old 
Main . Cashier's entrance. on 
November 10. and November 14. 
1994. 
YOU MUST SCHEDULE YOUR 
APPOINTMENT. This can be 
done by contacting the Collectlon 
Office at 581-3715. 
Martha Schwerman 
Collectton Specialisl Ill 
FALL 1994'""" 
TRANSCRIPTS 
It you will be requiring a tran-
script from Eastern Illinois Uni-
versity. either aller Fall 1994 
grades or Fall 1994 graduation. 
the Records Off ice will start 
accepting requests In 119 Old 
Main on Tuesday, November 1. 
1994 Cost per transcript Is 
$4.00. 




Registered juniors seeking 1ntem-
shlps, seniors. graduates. and 
alumni can schedule an appoint· 
ment with employers who are con-
d uc tl ng on-campus Interviews 
through networked IBM or IBM 
compallble PC's located through 
out campus Students may also 
schedule an appointment In our 
oHtees located in the Student Ser· 
vices Building. Room 13, or by call-
ing 581·2412 NOTICE Sh.jpents 
must be register and upload com-
puter disc with the Career Planning 
and Placemont Center to participate 
in on-campus interviews 
DECATUR AMERICORPS 
Decatur Americorps has 20 posi-
tions available 1n 17 community 
organ1za11ons in Decatur II you are 
interested in par11clpat1ng In the 
national service program. please 
call 581 -2414 or come to the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Center. Student Services Bldg . 
Room 13 
10131 ARCHER DANIELS MID-
LAND 
POSITION· Accounllng Trainees 
end Internal Auditor-MAJORS 
Accounllng GRADS: 
12194 .5 .95.8195-LOCAT ION : 
Decatur-Interviewing In SSB Room 
13. For company lnformallon on 
lhes& positions. come to SSS, Rm 
13 . .. Must have current transcript In 
p[acement credentials. 
1i/01 COUNTRY COMPANIES 
POSITION: General Agent-
MAJORS: All majors consldered.-
Par11cularly Interested In Business 
majors. GRADS: 12/94,5/95,8195, 
ALUM-LOCATION: St. Louis-Metro 
East-IL Side ot the city.-lntervlews 
win be held In SSS, Room 13. 
11/02 BUILDERS SQUARE 
POSITION: Management Trainee-
MAJORS: All majors considered. 
GRADS: 12/94-LOCATION: Open-
Must be witting to relocate. Inter-
view will be held In SSS Rm 13. 
Officlal.Notices are pajd for 171 the OffiOO of Un~ity Relations. 
Questions concerning Nolices should be d1rectejj lo the originator. 
11102 US-ARMY RECRUITING-
Interviewing at Table 1n Union 
11103 FARMERS INSURANCE 





viewing 1n SSB Room 13. 
11/03 STATE FARM INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
POSITION Accounting and Data 
Processing Internships-MAJORS. 
Accounttng and Computer Manage~ 
ment-Juniors Interested in a sum-
mer internship with State Farms 
Corporate Office in Bloomington. IL 
may sign up lor an Interview time. 
LOCATION: Bloomington. IL·GPA: 
Must have a 3.0 GPA • 
11/08 MIUER BUSINESS FORMS 
POSITION(S). Sales Representa-
nves.-MAJORS: Marketing majors 
with a sales emphasis preferred.-
Sates classes requlred .-l:.OCA-
TION: Terre Haute, IN GRADS: 
12194,5195-lntervlewing on the 3rd 
floor of the Union 
11/08 BANKERS LIFE &i CASUAL-
TY 
THIS IS A PRESELECT. YOU WILL 




Associate-MAJORS: All majors 
consldered.-GRA.DS: 12/94, ALUM 
LOCATIONS: Sprlngfleld, Decatur, 
Central IL-Interviews will be held In 
the SSB. Room 13. 
11110 KMART CORPORATION 
POSITION: Management Trtlnee-
MAJORS: All wlN be oonsiderecl lot 
these positions. Especially Interest-
ed In management, marketing, 
rashlon merchandising-LOCATION: 
Ea!'t Central Region GRADS: 
12194 .5?95,819~.ALUM-lntervlewlng 
In SSB Room 13 
11115 HYATT REGENCY O'HARE 
POSITION Corporate Management 
Trainee-Maiors-Bus1ness. Manage· 
ment Hospttality, Speech Commu-
nlca11ons-GRADS: 12i94, Alumn1-
LOCATION Ch1cagoland area-
GPA 2 8 THERE WILL BE A 
MANDATORY INFORMATIONAL 
MEEi ING HELD IN THE OAK· 
LAI D ROOM IN THE UNION ON 
~ONDAY. NOVEMBER t4TH AT 7-
8·30 PM Interviews will be held in 
SSB Room 13 
11116 STATE FARM INSURANCE 
ILL REG 
POSITION($)" Underwriters. 
Claims Ad1usters, Accounting. Data 
Processing All majors will be con-
sidered tor underwriting and clBJms 
postllons. Accounting positions req. 
ACCT degree w/ 15 accounting 
courses w/3.0 GPA. Data Process-
ing positions require computer 
background and CMGT major. 
LOCATION: IL Reg ional Office 
(Bloomington, IL) and the State of 
llllnois. GRADS: 12194, 5195 
11117 Us-MARINE CORPS 
Interviewing at TABLE IN UNION 
Lobby. POSITION(S): Internships 
(Office Candidates School) -Six and 
ten week seuions-lulHJme.-Muat 
be In good physical condition. 
Shir1ey A. Stewart, Oirectof 
Career F>tannlng 
& Placement Center 
